
Dialogue pragmaticsand context speci�cationHarry Bunt1 IntroductionPragmatics is commo,nly understood to be concerned with studying the re-lations between linguistic phenomena and properties of the context of use.The understanding of these relations is important in many areas of theo-retical and applied research, from grammatical analysis to sociolinguistic�eld studies. One area where the importance of these relations has be-come particularly clear is the design of language understanding systems.Such systems are extremely limited, brittle, and unpractical if they do nothave powerful ways to make use of contextual information in computing themeanings of utterances. The question of how this can be achieved in ane�ective and principled way forms one of the major obstacles in buildingsuch systems. Computational pragmatics, the study of how contextual in-formation can be e�ectively brought to bear in language understanding andproduction processes, hopes to contribute to removing this obstacle.One way in which contextual information is needed in language under-standing, is in making it clear in what way ambiguous and vague expressionsshould be interpreted. For interactive language understanding systems, therelation between language and context is of an even more fundamental na-ture, as the very notion of language understanding involves the constructionand maintenance of contexts that change as a result of the interaction. Theidea that understanding involves context change is closely related to views oflinguistic behaviour in terms of actions, speech act theory being paramountamong those. It has been suggested that a de�nition of illocutionary force,the central concept of speech act theory, in terms of context changes wouldbe the best way to further develop the theory (Gazdar 1981; see also Levin-son 1983). We will argue that a context-change approach can indeed solve anumber of di�culties that speech act theory has to face when applied to theanalysis of realistic dialogues. When we construe context to be the totality



82 HARRY BUNTof conditions that inuence the understanding and generation of linguisticbehaviour, and note that a communicative action obviously changes theseconditions, we must conclude that a communicative action operates on agiven context to produce a new one. A context-change framework thus pro-vides a natural way to ground action-based approaches to communication.Whether this approach is fruitful depends crucially on whether we can putour hands on a notion of context that is both su�ciently powerful to forman adequate basis and su�ciently restricted to be manageable. The workreported in this chapter aims to contribute to the establishment of such anotion.Understanding the linguistic behaviour of a dialogue partner implies, inan action-based approach, understanding the underlying motivation. Thissimple observation has important consequences for the relation between ut-terance meaning and dialogue mechanisms: on the one hand, the interpre-tation of utterance meanings as intended context-changing operations tellsus why utterances are performed, while on the other hand the mechanismsexplaining why a dialogue may develop the way it does, provides insight intothe functional aspects of utterance meaning. We therefore believe that thestudy of utterance meanings and dialogue mechanisms is most fruitfully pur-sued in combination, within a single theoretical framework. Starting withBunt (1989), we have been developing such a framework, called DynamicInterpretation Theory. Sections 2{3 review the essentials of this framework,comparing it with other action-based approaches to language.The consideration of utterance meaning from a context-change point ofview brings a focus on those aspects of context that can be changed throughcommunication. We call those aspects `local', in contrast to `global' aspects,that cannot be changed through communication and tend to remain con-stant throughout a dialogue. Section 4 is concerned with the kinds of localcontext information that should be taken into account in information dia-logues, by analysing the semantics of dialogue acts of the various categoriesthat are found in these dialogues.Section 5 analyses the logical properties of the various types of local con-text information as a step toward their formal and computational modelling,looking in particular at their logical complexity, depth of recursion, and timedependence. In section 6 we outline two formalisms that seem promisingfor representing the most complex types of local context information, viz.constructive type theory and modular partial models.Section 7 concludes this chapter, reviewing the main points that havebeen discussed in relation to context modelling, dialogue analysis, and thecontextual interpretation of utterances.



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 832 Action-based approaches to language anddialogue2.1 Speech act theorySpeech act theory has been a major source of inspiration for all action-basedapproaches to language, and has been fruitful both in the development ofpragmatics and as an conceptual framework for thinking about human-computer dialogue. Still, there are several important points where speechact theory is conceptually not quite satisfactory, or is not entirely adequatefor being applied to real dialogue and to dialogue system design.1. In speech act theory, a central goal of utterance interpretation is takento be the assignment of an illocutionary force and a propositionalcontent. But there is considerable unclarity as to exactly which il-locutionary forces should be distinguished, and why. We thereforequestion whether illocutionary forces are a satisfactory end point inthe analysis of utterance meaning.A great deal of work in speech act theory has been concerned withsuch questions as: Which illocutionary forces should be distinguished?and How can they be grouped into taxonomies? Taxonomies have beenprovided based on a characterization in terms of `illocutionary point',`direction of �t', and a number of further aspects (Searle 1975b), whichshows, in fact, that notions such as illocutionary point and directionof �t are the more basic semantic concepts, while illocutionary forceis a de�ned notion. In Dynamic Interpretation Theory we will take adi�erent course, introducing the notion of `communicative function',which is similar to illocutionary force, but providing a semantic de�-nition of this notion in terms of context changes.2. Standard speech act theory suggests, although this is often left un-clear, that every utterance corresponds with one illocutionary act,except in the case of indirect speech acts. It is thus customary tospeak of `the illocutionary force' of an utterance. We believe thatcommunication has many `dimensions' that a speaker can address si-multaneously, and that utterances should often be considered to haveseveral functions at the same time. We think it is therefore also morefruitful, in many cases, to consider an utterance as multifunctionalrather than as (functionally) ambiguous.The standard treatment of indirect speech acts considers an utterance



84 HARRY BUNTas having, besides its `directly' expressed meaning, another illocu-tionary act as an additional meaning. For instance, Searle (1975a)analyses Can you pass me the salt? as being, in addition to a ques-tion about the hearer's ability to pass the salt, also a request to passthe salt. We believe that this analysis is unsatisfactory, however, sincethe indirectly expressed request is not quite the same illocutionary actas a direct request. In a direct request the speaker presupposes thatthe hearer has the ability to pass the salt; in the indirect formulationthis condition is examined. We therefore prefer to analyse such ut-terances not as expressing additional illocutionary acts, but as havingadditional intentions. (See below, section 3.3.)3. Although speech act theory by its very nature considers the inter-active use of language to be of primary importance, it has curiouslylittle to say about utterances that are characteristic for spoken dia-logue. Pervasive phenomena in spoken dialogue, such as the use offeedback utterances (OK, Quite so, Yes, Hm, You think so?,..), hesi-tations, self-corrections, greetings, contact and attention signals, andapologies, have not been analysed in a speech act theoretical way toany great depth although they are considerably more common thanthe promises and performative sentences which enjoy popularity inthe speech act literature. Of many of these rather neglected utterancetypes, speech act theory tells us little more than that they can beclassi�ed as `expressives' { which is not very useful.4. Finally, for application in the design of dialogue systems, we need aformalized theory taking into account precisely those types of com-municative acts that are relevant in the situation where the system isto be used. Such a theory should on the one hand be based on gen-eral principles, like speech act theory and the communicative activityanalysis approach we will discuss next, but should on the other handalso acknowledge that the set of communicative action types to beconsidered depends on the social environment, the linguistic commu-nity, the use of media, the kind of task for which the communicationis to be instrumental, the precise (e.g., temporal) relations betweenthe underlying task and the communicative activity, and so on.2.2 Communicative Activity AnalysisA very general action-based approach to language has been developed overthe years by Allwood and co-workers, called Communicative Activity Anal-



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 85ysis (CAA: Allwood 1976, 1994, and in this volume; Allwood, Nivre, andAhls�en 1990). Like speech act theory, CAA takes the view that communi-cation is action, which in turn is seen as constituted by a combination ofbehavioral form, intention, context, and result. CAA provides a conceptualanalysis of action, social activity, cooperation, and ethics in communication,with considerable depth and generality.According to CAA, any type of human activity has four levels of organi-zation: physical, biological, psychological, and social. CAA focuses on thepsychological and social levels. At the psychological level, two sublevels aredistinguished: (a) perception, understanding, and emotion; (b) motivation,rationality and agency. Motivation, rationality, and agency are subsequentlyused to give an analysis of ethics and cooperation in communication. Co-operation is characterized by the following conditions on the agents involved:1. they attempt to perceive and understand the other's actions;2. they have a joint purpose;3. they act ethically: they don't lie, don't impose on each other, etc.;4. they trust each other with respect to 1-3.At the social level, four sublevels are distinguished: (a) culture and socialinstitutions; (b) language and linguistic communities; (c) social activitiesand roles in activities; (d) communication. Communication is thus consid-ered as a level of organization of social activity. Social activity in turn ischaracterized by four parameters: (1) purpose, function or type; (2) roles(rights, obligations); (3) instruments (machines, media); (4) other physi-cal environment. These parameters are assumed to be involved at all fourlevels of organization in social activity, in particular in the communicativelevel. At this level, the notion of `purpose' or `function' is constituted bythe communicative intentions associated with utterances. Communicativeacts are de�ned as follows: \A communicative act may be de�ned as a con-tribution or a feature/part of a contribution which can be connected with acommunicative intention (purpose, goal, function) or a communicative re-sult." (Allwood, this volume). Three types of function of communicativeacts are distinguished:� Own communication management (OCM) { enabling an agent to pro-duce and edit his contributions;� Interactive communication management (ICM) { enabling an agentto manage the interaction with respect to such aspects as feedback,sequencing, and turn management;



86 HARRY BUNT� other communicative functions, such as questioning, asserting, andrequesting.Every utterance (or `contribution') is assumed to have a functional structurewith three components: (1) functions obligated by the preceding discourse;(2) functions obligating for the succeeding discourse; (3) `optional' func-tions, which are neither obligated not obligating. Obligations are analysedas deriving either from general rational and ethical requirements on com-munication, from ICM requirements, or from the interaction between thegoals of non-management directed communicative acts and the embeddingactivity context.Concerning the latter source of obligations, it is claimed that commu-nicative intentionality has two aspects: an expressive aspect, which is to ex-press a certain attitude (belief, desire, intention,..), and an evocative aspect,which is to evoke a certain reaction from the addressee. For instance, theexpressive intention of a questioning act is to express a desire for informa-tion, and the evocative to get the listener to provide the desired information.On the assumption that dialogue participants are ethical, cooperative, mo-tivated rational agents, it is argued that addressees of dialogue acts shouldcontinually evaluate their willingness and ability to continue, to perceive,to understand, and to comply with the evocative intention, and should re-spond in accordance with the result of this evaluation. The various kindsof obligations created by communicative acts and by the embedding activ-ity context, in particular the pairing of obligating and obligated aspects ofcommunicative acts, are assumed to be responsible for the dependencies andregularities that may be observed in dialogues.We are in full agreement with most of the conceptual analyses providedby CAA, and indeed much of it underlies the concepts of DIT as well. Forthe analysis of phenomena in human - human conversation, CAA o�ers arich conceptual framework, but as a basis for designing computer dialoguesystems, we believe CAA not to be su�ciently concrete in some respects.More speci�cally, some points of criticism on CAA as it stands are thefollowing.1. Perhaps because of its broad character, the conceptual analysis inCAA is often expressed in rather broad terms, leading to character-izing a concept by listing a number of `aspects' or things that are`involved', where it is often unclear to what extent the listings aremeant to be exhaustive, or in what way something is `involved'.2. The CAA taxonomy of communicative functions into OCM, ICM, andother functions, is not very satisfactory. First, it is rather ugly to have



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 87a rest category to which many of the functions of communicative actsbelong. Second, the distinction between OCM and ICM functions attop level seems to us debatable; it may be argued that there are moreimportant distinctions to be made between classes of communicativefunctions than the OCM/ICM distinction, and notably, that some ofthe distinctions made within the category of ICM functions (wheresubcategories of feedback functions, turn management functions, andsequencing functions are distinguished), are better made at a higherlevel than the ICM/OCM distinction. We will suggest a di�erent andmore detailed classi�cation, supported both by conceptual analysisand by the similarity of the type of context information addressed bydi�erent types of communicative acts.3. `Evocative intentions' play a fundamental role in CAA, being primar-ily responsible for the reactions that a communicative action evokes.We believe that it is preferable to assume that communicative actshave a goal, which the speaker is expressing as part of his expressiveintention, such that hearers determine their response, in accordancewith the assumptions of rationality and cooperation, based on theirunderstanding of this goal and the current context.For instance, consider questioning acts again. In DIT, we assumethat an agent S who has the goal to have the information X , whenasking a question with the corresponding content to H , relies on H 'scooperativity in order that H , recognizing S's goal, should act so as tosatisfy this. This does not necessarily mean that H should recognizean evocative intention that H provide X , since any action that Hmay do to satisfy S's goal would be adequate. For instance, if S asksWhat time is it?, it would be adequate for H to point at the clockjust behind S, even if H himself, not wearing his glasses, is unable tosee what time it is. The adequacy of this reaction would be hard toexplain on the basis of evocative intentions. We simply assume that,having understood the speaker's goal, a cooperative dialogue agentwill determine (rationally) what actions best to perform to help thespeaker achieve his goal. This gives more options to the hearer thanmere recognition of the evocative intention.4. Although CAA stresses the fact that context is important, the preciserelations between communicative behaviour and context remain rathervague. For example, the fact that what counts as an appropriatereaction to a request depends, as we have just seen, on the contextand not just on the recognition of evocative intentions, does not play a



88 HARRY BUNTclear role in CAA. Context in CAA is in the �rst place the embeddingsocial activity, and the obligations created by communicative activity.But CAA remains silent about other aspects of context, in particularabout the informational context, consisting of dialogue participants'beliefs, goals and other attitudes. We believe that any theoreticalframework for dialogue analysis should give a central position to theinformation states of the participants, since this is primarily whattheir communicative actions address.3 Dynamic Interpretation Theory3.1 Dialogue actsDynamic Interpretation Theory has emerged from the study of spoken (hu-man - human) information dialogues, and aims at uncovering fundamentalprinciples in dialogue, both for the purpose of understanding natural dia-logue phenomena and for designing e�ective, e�cient and pleasant computerdialogue systems. Information dialogues, that serve the purpose of exchang-ing factual information, are of fundamental importance for dialogue analysissince any dialogue involves the exchange of information. Many other kindsof dialogue have additional purposes, such as improving personal relation-ships, or convincing somebody of a certain point of view. Other reasonsfor focusing on the study of information dialogues are that such dialoguescan be obtained under controlled experimental conditions more readily thanmany other kinds of dialogue, and that information dialogues are of obviouspractical interest for human-computer interaction.An information-exchange task naturally gives rise to questions, answers,checks, con�rmations, etc. In addition, natural information dialogues alsocontain other elements such as greetings, apologies, pause requests, atten-tion signals, and acknowledgements. We refer to the �rst type of elementsas task-oriented acts and to the latter as dialogue control acts. Task-orientedacts are directly motivated by the task or purpose underlying the dialogueand contribute to its accomplishment; dialogue control acts are concernedwith the interaction itself, and serve to create and maintain the conditionsfor smooth and successful communication. Dialogue 1 shows a fragment ofan information dialogue (a telephone dialogue with the information serviceat Schiphol, Amsterdam Airport).11Dutch original, translated into English.



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 891 I: Schiphol information, good morning2 C: good morning, this is De Bruin speaking3 C: can you tell me which planes will leave for Frankfurt betweentwelve and three o'clock?4 I: just a moment, please5 I: hello?6 C: yes7 I: at twelve �fty-�ve the KLM will leave...8 C: yes9 I: the KL 243...10 C: the KL 24311 I: correct12 I and at one a.m. the Garuda leaves...13 C: yes14 I: and it will make its �rst intermediate stop in Frankfurt15 C: yes16 I: and... between twelve and three you said?17 C: yes18 I: yes, and there is one at thirteen thirty of Turkish Airlines.19 C: Turkish Airlines?20 I: yes21 C: oh22 C: OK, thanks very much23 I: you're welcome24 C: goodbye25 I: goodbyeDialogue 1. Human-human telephone information dialogue between client (C)and information service at Schiphol, Amsterdam Airport (I).Communicative acts in natural language take the form of utterances orparts of utterances. In DIT, utterance meanings are viewed in terms of con-text changes; to describe these changes, we distinguish (a) the informationthe speaker is introducing into the context; and (b) the way in which thatinformation has to be inserted in the context in order to play its intendedrole. We call (a) the semantic content and (b) the communicative functionof the utterance.2Communicative functions are de�ned more precisely as the ways in whichdialogue participants use information to change the context. Examples of2The notions of communicative function and semantic content are, of course, closelyrelated to the concepts of illocutionary force and propositional content in speech acttheory. We prefer to use a slightly di�erent terminology in order to avoid the suggestionthat we are simply using the framework of speech act theory.



90 HARRY BUNTcommunicative functions are inform, check, wh-question, confirm,disconfirm, yn-question, correct, thank, apology, interrupt.The phrase . . . dialogue participants use . . . is important in the de�nition,in that it means that every communicative function is required to correspondto observable features of communicative behaviour. Mathematically, a com-municative function can be construed as a function F that, applied to asemantic content p, yields a context update function F (p); given a context�, this function computes an updated context �0.The concepts of communicative function and semantic content are an-alytic devices, convenient in describing the intended context changes thatconstitute the meaning of an utterance. Similarly for the combination of acommunicative function and a semantic content, which we call a dialogueact.3 The status of these concepts is comparable to that of semantic rep-resentations in semantic theories like Montague Grammar. Dialogue actsare useful in the description of utterance meaning, but they do not have afundamental theoretical status. Analogous to the formal representations ina model-theoretic semantic framework, which have their meaning de�ned interms of the properties of a model, dialogue acts have their meaning de�nedin terms of changes in (a representation of) the context.Using `utterance' to designate anything contributed by a speaker duringone turn in a conversation, an utterance may correspond to more than onedialogue act, and thus be multifunctional, for several reasons.4 First, anutterance may consist of several sentences or phrases that each express adialogue act. Moreover, utterances or utterance parts often carry more thanone functional meaning, because of (1) indirectness: a question like Do youknow the arrival time? may function indirectly as a request to tell the ar-rival time; (2) `functional subsumption': a promise like I will come tonightis, besides a promise, also an informative statement; (3) `functional multi-dimensionality': dealing with the underlying task is very often combined inone utterance with dialogue control aspects; for example, an answer to aquestion also o�ers feedback information, since it implicitly indicates thatthe question was understood and accepted.We emphasized that dialogue acts are viewed in DIT as useful, ratherthan theoretically essential. For building computer dialogue systems, thisusefulness is quite important, just as it is virtually impossible to build alanguage understanding system that does not construct semantic represen-tations.3The introduction of dialogue acts goes back to Bunt (1979).4On multifunctionality see also Allwood, Nivre, and Ahls�en (1990; 1992).



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 913.2 Communicative functionsAs mentioned above, we divide dialogue acts into task-oriented (`TO') anddialogue control (`DC') acts, the distinction being that acts of the �rst kindare directly motivated by the underlying goal or purpose of the dialogue,while those of the second kind serve to maintain the conditions for successfulcommunication.Dialogue control acts are subdivided into three subsystems, concernedwith feedback, interaction management, and social obligations management(see �g. 1). Feedback acts further divide into those providing informationabout the speaker's processing of inputs, either reporting or resolving prob-lems (negative feedback), or reporting success (positive feedback), and thoseproviding or eliciting information about the partner's processing of a previ-ous contribution from the speaker. Feedback acts of the �rst kind are calledauto-feedback acts, those of the second allo-feedback acts (?). Interactionmanagement acts handle various aspects of the interactive situation, suchas taking turns, pausing and resuming, structuring the discourse, and moni-toring attention and contact. Social obligations management acts deal withsocially indicated obligations such as welcome greeting, introducing oneself,thanking, apologizing, and farewell greeting.dialogue acts���� @@@@task-oriented dialogue control@@@@����interaction management feedback social obligations managementFigure 1: Types of dialogue acts.An important point to note is that the TO/DC-distinction applies todialogue acts, not to communicative functions. Whether a dialogue act isa task-oriented or a dialogue control one depends not only on its commu-nicative function, but possibly also on its semantic content. For example,there are communicative functions speci�c for dialogue control purposes,corresponding to speci�c utterance forms, but a dialogue control act canalso be formed by combining a general-purpose communicative function for



92 HARRY BUNTinformation transfer, such as inform, with a semantic content relating tothe interaction rather than to the task domain, as in I did not hear youwhat you said, or I am very grateful to you for providing this information.One might say that Thanks and I am very grateful to you for providing thisinformation realize the same dialogue act in di�erent ways, with a di�er-ent distribution of its substance over communicative function and semanticcontent.It may be noted that questions, informs, answers, veri�cations, con�r-mations, etc. occur not just in information dialogues, but in virtually anykind of dialogue. Di�erent types of dialogue may have dialogue acts withdi�erent sets of communicative functions, relating to the kind of underlyingtask. For example, in a negotiation dialogue one �nds proposals, rejections,and acceptations (Hulstijn 2000; Alexandersson et al. 1998; Jekat et al.1995; Maier 1994). In such a dialogue the utterance How about Friday the13th? can be analysed as having the communicative function of a proposal(due to the how about X form). The speaker may realise the same e�ect byusing a nonspeci�c utterance form corresponding to an inform function:Friday the 13th would be OK for me.Figure 2 provides a schematic overview of the subsystems of commu-nicative functions we have identi�ed, where task-speci�c communicativefunctions can be used only to build TO acts; dialogue control functionscan be used only to build DC acts, and informative functions can be usedto build either kind of dialogue act, depending on the semantic content.Note that the `task-speci�c' functions in an information dialogue are justthe information-seeking and -providing functions; therefore, information di-alogues constitute the one and only kind of dialogue for which there are infact no task-speci�c communicative functions. This illustrates once againthat information dialogues form a basic kind of dialogue.For identifying a communicative function we have two criteria, that fol-low immediately from its de�nition: (1) the function de�nes a speci�c wayof changing the context; (2) the function corresponds to speci�c featuresof communicative behaviour. Applying these criteria to task-oriented di-alogue acts in information dialogues, a hierarchical system of informativefunctions has been developed in Bunt (1989). The hierarchical structurereects that some communicative functions are more speci�c than others;functions lower in the hierarchy inherit the goal and the enabling conditionsof dominating functions. At the highest level of this hierarchy we �nd twosubclasses of communicative functions, those concerned with informationseeking and those with information providing (indicated by (1) and (2) in�g. 2).



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 93������� HHHHHHHtask-speci�cinformative@@@@����info. providing info. seeking(1) (2)
dialogue control@@@@����interactionmanagement feedback@@@@����auto-feedback allo-feedbacksocialobligationsmanagement

(1), (2): hierarchies of communicative functions de�ned in (Bunt 1989).Figure 2: Subsystems of communicative functions.The hierarchical organization of communicative functions in DIT is im-portant both in the interpretation and generation of utterances in a dialoguesystem, as we will see below. A small part of the hierarchy described in Bunt(1989) is illustrated in �g. 3. The hierarchical relation between functions isde�ned by the inheritance of preconditions: all functions inherit conditions1 and 2 from the yn-question; the posi-check and nega-check inherit3b from the check.For a discussion of the system of dialogue control acts, the reader isreferred to Bunt (1994). The subsystems of feedback and social obligationsmanagement are discussed in ?), while interaction management acts are thefocus of Bunt (1996). We will review these subsystems below (section 4.2)when we analyse the relations between the various types of dialogue acts anddi�erent aspects of context. It may be noted that many of the distinctionsmade here correspond to distinctions proposed for dialogue annotation inthe Discourse Research Initiative (Allen and Core 1997).We have seen above that every communicative function corresponds tocertain observable features of communicative behaviour. For every commu-nicative function Fi there is a characteristic set �i of utterance features suchthat an utterance having those features will be assigned the function Fi. Wewrite �i ; Fi to indicate this. This does not mean that the assignment



94 HARRY BUNT1, 2yn-question���� @@@@3a 3bcontra-check check@@@@����4a 4bnega-check posi-checkConditions designated by the numbers (semantic content p):1: Speaker wants to know whether p2: Speaker believes Hearer knows whether p3a: Speaker weakly believes that not p3b: Speaker weakly believes that p4a: Speaker believes that Hearer weakly believes that p4b: Speaker believes that Hearer weakly believes that not pFigure 3: Subfunctions of yes/no questions.of communicative functions to utterances is a straightforward matter, forthe set of features �u of any given utterance in general does not coincidewith the characteristic set �i of any communicative function. An utterancemay be multifunctional, a subset of �u corresponding with one functionand another subset with another one. An utterance may be functionallyambiguous: �u is part of the characteristic set �(F ) of more than one func-tion F . For example, suppose we encounter an utterance u with a set offeatures �u, such that �u � �(F1) as well as �u � �(F2). The DIT algo-rithm for communicative function assignment �rst checks whether F1 andF2 are members of the same (sub-)hierarchy; if they are, u is assigned themost speci�c function F3 in the hierarchy which is less speci�c than F1 andF2 (the `least upper bound' of F1 and F2). If F1 and F2 are not membersof the same (sub-)hierarchy, so they have no `least upper bound', then uis considered to be truly ambiguous. Note that the assignment of a `leastupper bound' function, if there is one, amounts to interpreting utterancesfunctionally as speci�c as unambiguously allowed by the utterance features.



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 95To see the consequences of this approach, we consider the assignmentof a communicative function to an utterance that might be taken to havea speci�c function, given the discourse context. Consider the utterance: At10.45, occurring in the following dialogue fragment:A: The KLM 238 from Jakarta is still expected at 4.45??B: At 4.45.The utterance by A can be functionally classi�ed as a check, which meansessentially that the speaker has a weak belief that the contents are true, andhas the goal to obtain a strong belief about this. The utterance featuressupporting this interpretation are the combination of the declarative sen-tence type with a question mark (or, in spoken form, a question-indicatingintonation).5 The utterance At 4.45. may be viewed as having the com-municative function of a confirm, since it is a response to a veri�cation.We claim that this view is doubtful, however. First, note that the utter-ance features (prepositional phrase, declarative) are compatible with severalinterpretations, e.g. wh-answer, confirm, disconfirm. The utterancefeatures alone do not allow us to choose between these. Since confirmand disconfirm are more speci�c than wh-answer, which is their `leastupper bound', the strategy described above says that we should interpretthe utterance as a wh-answer. A more speci�c interpretation would makeno sense, as the more speci�c context-changing e�ect it would in generalaccomplish does not occur here: the knowledge that A weakly believed thatthe KL238 is expected at 4.45 has already been conveyed by the precedingcheck. By the same token, an utterance that has the form of an inform,when used in reply to a question, is adequately interpreted as such, ratherthan as an answer. More generally, the use of context information forrecognizing the communicative functions of an utterance is not meaningful,when we regard dialogue acts as context-changing operations. (This maybe di�erent when dialogue acts have some other signi�cance, for instance incomputing what a dialogue system should do next.)The use of contextual information for interpreting utterances qua func-tion is also the basis of dealing with indirect speech acts. We will discussthis in the next section.5Beun (1989) has shown that speakers in a substantial amount of cases do not use arising intonation toward the end of the sentence to indicate a questioning rather than aninforming force. They may rely on the hearer's recognition of the fact that the speakerconsiders the hearer as an expert w.r.t. the semantic content and therefore does not havethe intention to tell the hearer something, but rather to check something.



96 HARRY BUNT3.3 Understanding and utterance meaningWhen a receiver R understands a communicative act, performed by a senderS, the action has the e�ect that R forms certain beliefs about S's goals,S's information, and other aspects of S's mental state (hopes, preferences,expectations,..). About the fundamental characteristics of senders and re-ceivers of dialogue acts we make the following idealizing assumptions.Rationality People communicate to achieve something, which we tall theunderlying `task', and they do this in a rational fashion. They formcommunicative goals in accordance with underlying goals and desires,choose appropriate actions to further their communicative goals, andorganize the interaction so as to optimize the conditions for successfulcommunication.Sociality Communication is a social activity, and is thus subject to culturalnorms and conventions. An important aspect of this is Cooperativ-ity, i.e. taking the partner's goals, limitations, and other aspects intoaccount in the choice of the function and form of one's communicativeactions.With these assumptions, we can distinguish the following sources of moti-vation to perform a dialogue act, and relate these to the di�erent types ofdialogue act in �g. 1.1. Communicative goals motivated by goals of the task, for the per-formance of which the dialogue is instrumental. The assumption ofrationality predicts task goals to lead to communicative goals in a ra-tional way. This is the drive behind the task-oriented dialogue actsfor which the speaker's communicative goals derive from his own taskgoals.2. Recognized partner goals. According to the cooperativity assumption,the recognition of such goals is su�cient reason for a dialogue agentto form the intention to act (this in contrast with approaches wherea cooperative agent is assumed to adopt partner goals, which thengive rise to own communicative goals. A dialogue agent can act co-operatively either directly on the basis of recognized communicativegoals, or on the basis of inferred task goals. This gives rise to TO-actsmotivated by task goals.3. Uncertainties and actual or anticipated problems that may arise inthe conditions for successful communication. By the rationality as-sumption, this leads an agent to perform communicative actions to



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 97improve the conditions, in the interest of successful communication.This is the motivation behind interaction management and feedbackacts.4. Social obligations, such as being friendly, thankful and respectful, bythe sociality hypothesis put a pressure on dialogue participants togreet, make and accept apologies, express gratefulness, and performother social obligations management acts.While understanding a speaker's motivation for acting is important,there is more to utterance understanding than just that. Compare, forexample, the following utterances: (1) Is there a later ight?, (2) There'salso a later ight, isn't it?, and (3) There's no later ight? All three ut-terances can be taken to express the speaker's goal to know whether theproposition p: there is a later ight, is true, but they di�er in the speaker'sassumptions. Utterance (2) may be taken to express a check, which hasthe `enabling condition' that the speaker weakly believes that p; utterance(3), moreover, may be taken to express the speaker's additional assumptionthat the partner believes that not p (a `nega-check', see �g. 3). In orderto fully understand the speaker's communicative act, and to respond ap-propriately, a receiver has to recognize such additional beliefs. Perceivingand understanding an utterance thus means that at least two aspects of thecontext change: the understander's beliefs about the speaker's goals andbeliefs, and, trivially, the discourse context, which is extended with the newutterance.As mentioned above, in Dynamic Interpretation Theory we construeutterance meaning in a `dynamic' way, in terms of context changes. Com-municative action, as opposed to physical action, cannot change anything inthe physical world, but only something in the `mental worlds' of the commu-nicating agents, so we should look for changes of the kind just considered.Not all the changes that the hearer's state of belief may undergo, as theresult of processing an utterance, can be considered as part of the meaningof the utterance. For instance, suppose a speaker asks a question whichleads the hearer to suspend the interaction and compute the requested in-formation; the computation of the answer is an e�ect of the question, butnot a part of its meaning. (A question can only be answered after it hasbeen understood.) In DIT, we restrict the context-changing e�ects thatform part of the meaning of an utterance to those e�ects that constitutethe understanding of the utterance. Now some listeners may dig deeper foran understanding than others; this means that they assign more complexmeanings to utterances. What we call the meaning of an utterance is the



98 HARRY BUNTone that corresponds to the speaker's intended meaning. We thus de�neutterance meaning as: intended change of context corresponding to under-standing the utterance. When agent A understands an utterance by agentB, A's context changes accordingly. Successful communication takes place,according to A and B, when they mutually believe this to be the case (cf.Bunt 1989). In other words, communication is (mutually believed) changeof context through understanding.The fact that a hearer may dig deeper or less deep for understanding aspeaker relates to the phenomenon of indirect speech acts. We now turn tothe analysis of this phenomenon in terms of the assignment of communica-tive functions and their context-changing meaning.In the case of a direct speech act, we have an utterance u with utterancefeatures �u, such that �u ; F1. Taking the semantic content X1 andthe initial context �0 into account, F1(X1) causes a context change �0 ;�1 where �1 = �0 [ f11; ::; 1mg, the 1i corresponding to the goal- andenabling conditions c1i.6Now suppose u is intended as an (additional) indirect speech act F2(X2)(with F2 6= F1 or X2 6= X1, or both), which has the characteristic contextconditions c21; ::; c2n and which would thus cause the context change �1 ;�1 [ f21; ::; 2ng. There are two ways in which this can happen:1. Utterances with the features �u are conventionally used to express theadditional `indirect' intentions and enabling conditions c21; ::; c2k, asis the case for questions of the form Can you X?, or Do you know X?.The utterance u can then be said to additionally express any dialogueact F2(X2) of which the characteristic conditions c21; ::; c2n consist ofthese c21; ::; c2k plus a set of conditions c2l; ::; c2n which are alreadysatis�ed in the context �1, i.e., �1 ` f2l; ::; 2ng, because any suchdialogue act would, in combination with F1(X1), create the context�0 [ f11; ::; 1mg [ f21; ::; 2kg, which is the context conventionallycreated by u. Since this is a purely conventional relation betweenutterance features and their interpretation, there is in fact nothing`indirect' at stake here.2. The hearer can infer from the context �1, created by F1(X1), thatthe speaker's state of beliefs and intentions satis�es the conditionsfc21; ::; c2ng, which would be characteristic for the act F2(X2), i.e.�0 [ f11; ::; 1mg ` f21; ::; 2ng. The utterance u could then be6This formulation assumes that context changes are monotonically increasing. Theargument that follows does not depend on this assumption, however.



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 99said to express any dialogue act F2(X2) which has the characteristicconditions c21; ::; c2n, since the performance of that act would createthe context that has been created. This is for instance the case whenthe utterance I have to work, in reply to the invitation: Can I takeyou to the movies tonight? is interpreted as a rejection. It is relevantfor the addressee to infer that his invitation is not accepted, but thisshould not be regarded as part of computing the utterance meaning.Since inferences do not create new information, on the context-changeview of utterance meaning it would be be incorrect to say that anyadditional communicative act is taking place, unless we use a notionof context that distinguishes between information that is availablein explicitly stored form and information that is implicitly available,in that it can be inferred. (In section 6.1 we will consider contextrepresentations where such distinctions are in fact made.)The interesting conclusion from this is that, according to DIT, a dialogueact can only be said to take place if the speaker uses an utterance that can berecognized on the basis of its utterance features as conventionally realizingthat act. Indirect speech acts that cannot be recognized but can only beinferred formally have no place as separate communicative acts.73.4 Dimensions of contextFor developing adequate models of dialogue context, we must �rst of all de-termine what information to consider as constituting dialogue context. Wehave initially characterized `context' as the totality of conditions that mayinuence the understanding and generation of communicative behaviour.Now a speaker's communicative behaviour may be inuenced by such fac-tors as how well he has slept last night and whether the sun is shining;a hearer's interpretation may depend on whether he likes the speaker, onwhether he is tired, on whether he is under severe time pressure, and so on.It thus seems hard to determine the boundaries of this notion of context. Aconsideration that can help us to eliminate many things, however, is thatwe are more speci�cally interested in aspects of context that can be changedthrough communication, what we called `local' aspects. Assuming that e.g.7Interpreting an utterance as an indirect speech act may even be dangerous. In theVerbmobil-1 spoken dialogue translation system, an utterance like Der Zw�olfte ist meinMutters Geburtstag, in response to the suggestion to have a meeting in Geht es bei Ihnenden Zw�olften?, is interpreted as in indirect declination and `translated' as The twelfth isimpossible for me, which is of course not a correct translation. (Alexandersson, 1997,personal communication.)



100 HARRY BUNTthe weather and the hearer's physical condition are not a�ected by dialogue,such aspects should not be considered as local context information.In the literature the term `context' is used in many di�erent ways, refer-ring for example to the preceding discourse, to the physical environment, tothe domain of discourse, or to the social situation. We believe that all thesenotions of context should be taken into account, and have suggested in Bunt(1994) that local contextual factors can be grouped into �ve categories ofconceptually di�erent information: linguistic, cognitive, physical, semantic,and social. Each of these `dimensions' has local and global aspects. Thelocal information in these categories factors may be characterized briey asfollows.� Linguistic context: Surrounding linguistic material, `raw' as well asanalysed. This is closely related to what is sometimes called `DialogueHistory' (see e.g. Bilange 1991, Prince and Pernel 1995).� Semantic context: state of the underlying task; facts in the taskdomain.� Cognitive context: participants' states of processing and models ofeach other's states.� Physical and perceptual context: availability of communicativeand perceptual channels; partners' presence and attention.� Social context: communicative rights, obligations and constraintsof each participant.In DIT we are especially interested in the relations between local contextand functional, `pragmatic' aspects of utterance meaning. These relationsare brought out by utterance features such as sentence type, intonation pat-tern, and use of paralinguistic elements (Um, Ah, Mm; silences). For someutterance features it is not always clear whether they should be consideredas contributing to functional utterance meaning or to semantic content, orboth; this is for instance the case with certain modal adverbs (like indeed,perhaps, not). Once a set of utterance features has been chosen to be inter-preted pragmatically, we in fact have started a snowball rolling, since thiscalls for an articulate speci�cation of local contexts and how communica-tive acts may change them. To the extent that such speci�cations are notavailable they can be developed by analysing the requirements arising fromthe interpretation of the utterance features to be treated. This leads to aniterative approach to context speci�cation and dialogue analysis:



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 1011. A set of utterance features is determined, to be interpreted pragmat-ically;2. A set of communicative functions is chosen, often inspired by speechact theory;3. A formal characterization of communicative functions in terms of con-text changes is developed, which often leads to reconsidering the sys-tem of communicative functions and corresponding utterance features;4. To account for extensions and re�nements in the functional treatmentof utterance features, new or re�ned aspects of local context are in-troduced.We are thus dealing with three sets of entities: (a) utterance features; (b)communicative functions; (c) local context aspects. Each of these gets re-vised in the light of the formal analysis of communicative functions in termsof context changes and the empirical investigation of utterance features, andin this way the analysis of dialogue phenomena and the speci�cation of localaspects of context take place in an iterative fashion.4 Local context informationFor task-oriented dialogue acts, we construed local context models in Bunt(1989) as pairs < KA;KB >, where KA is the information state of partnerA, and KB that of B, and where KA and KB consist of the domain knowl-edge of the respective agents, their goals, their assumed shared beliefs, andtheir recursive beliefs about all these elements.This approach to local context seems basically adequate for dealing withtask-oriented dialogue acts, but not for dialogue control acts, because theseare concerned with di�erent sorts of information. In Bunt (1991) we there-fore proposed a richer notion of local context as pairs < CA; CB >, CA beingthe local context according to A, with the �ve dimensions mentioned above,and CB that according to B. It may be noted that, whatever internal struc-ture CA and CB have, it is appropriate that local dialogue context consistsof two components corresponding to each participant's view of the currentsituation. There is no room here for an `objective' notion of context, sincethe participants' communicative behaviour depends solely on how they viewthe situation, not on what the situation `really' is. Dialogue contexts existonly in the minds of the participants. For the same reason, we will use the



102 HARRY BUNTterms `knowledge' and `belief' indiscriminately, since a dialogue agent can-not discriminate between his beliefs (that may be false) and his knowledge(true beliefs).We will now consider how the various classes of dialogue acts relate tolocal context information, and identify the kinds of information that thevarious components of context should contain. Note that `component' onlyhas a heuristic signi�cance here; we will see later that representations oflocal context are best structured in a way that does not correspond exactlyto these �ve components.4.1 Task-oriented dialogue actsTask-oriented dialogue acts are directly motivated by a communicative goalderived from an underlying task goal. The understanding of such an actcreates in the hearer the belief that the speaker's state of intention andinformation has the properties expressed by the semantic content and thecommunicative function. A TO-act thus addresses the hearer's local cogni-tive context, as any dialogue act does, and aims at changing the semanticcontext.Speakers in information dialogues often explicitly talk about beliefs andintentions regarding certain beliefs (Do you know ...?; I suppose you don'tknow whether ...?); therefore the beliefs a hearer may build up about thebeliefs and intentions of the speaker may contain several levels of nestingof belief- and intention attitudes. It has been argued by e.g. Clark andMarshall (1981) and Bunt (1989) that successful communication betweentwo agents not only creates nested beliefs of one agent about the beliefs andintentions of the other agent, but also leads to shared (or `mutual') beliefs,i.e. the two agents both believing (1) that some propositions hold, and(2) both believing that the other agent believes (1), but also (3) that bothagents believe (2), and (4) that both agents believe (3), and so on.For the generation of a task-oriented dialogue act, an agent's most im-portant information consists of (Bunt 1989):1. his beliefs about (and intentions regarding) the state of the underlyingtask;2. his beliefs about (and intentions regarding) the partner's beliefs about(and intentions regarding) the state of the task;3. his beliefs about (and intentions regarding) the mutual beliefs aboutthe state of the task and about each other's information state. These



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 103beliefs, as created through communication, are often weak and subjectto acts of veri�cation.Since understanding a dialogue act basically means understanding whythe speaker generated the dialogue act, the same information is needed onthe interpretation side.4.2 Dialogue control actsDialogue control acts with DC-functions typically have no or only marginalsemantic content. Their meaning is concentrated in their function, so tospeak. Since no articulate semantic content is involved, that would requirereasoning with beliefs and intentions, we conjecture that the generation ofsuch acts is not governed by intentions, but is rather triggered by relativelysimple context conditions. By the same token, the context-changing e�ect ofthese acts does not consist in the creation or modi�cation of complex beliefstructures, but rather in a�ecting simple, parameter-like representations.84.2.1 Feedback actsAuto-feedback acts are triggered by di�culties that the speaker encountersin processing an incoming utterance (negative auto-feedback), or by success-ful completion of such processing (positive auto-feedback) (see also Allwood,Nivre, and Ahls�en 1992; Nivre 1995). Allo-feedback acts are triggered bydi�culties or errors that the speaker notes in the hearer's processing (neg-ative allo-feedback) or by noted successful completion of such processing(positive allo-feedback). We are thus lead to assume that speakers havea representation of how well their own processing goes, as well as that ofthe partner. This information forms part of the speaker's local cognitivecontext: the knowledge of the speaker's own processing we will refer to ashis own processing state; that of the partner's processing belongs to thespeaker's model of the partner.As noted above, feedback acts may be performed by means of a com-municative function speci�c for this purpose, or by means of an informativecommunicative function combined with feedback information as semanticcontent. In the latter case the semantic content can be articulate (Did yousay Thursday?). Feedback acts of the latter kind have a semantic contentthat comes from the speaker's local linguistic context.8Below, in section 5.6, we will deal with dialogue control acts with articulate semanticcontents.



104 HARRY BUNT4.2.2 Interaction management actsInteraction management (IM) acts are concerned with monitoring variousaspects of the interactive situation, and form a rather heterogeneous classof dialogue acts. We consider each of the �ve subclasses of IM acts distin-guished in �g. 4. interaction management���������� PPPPPPPPPP��� @@@turnmanagement@@@���turngiving inter-ruption turnkeepingOCM@@retraction�� self-correction contactmanage-ment����� @@@@@check indication request
timemanagement�� @@pause stalling discourse structuring@@@@����topicmanagement dialogueactannounce-ment@@@@����topicindication shiftannounce-ment changeindicationFigure 4: Interaction management functions.Own communication acts: dialogue acts concerned with `own communi-cation management' (OCM), a term introduced by Allwood et al.(1990), signal di�culties a speaker encounters in the utterance pro-duction process. Important in spoken information dialogues are: re-traction acts, where the speaker retracts something he just saidby mistake, and self-correction acts, where the speaker replacessome erroneously produced material by something else. OCM actsdeal with the same kind of information as negative feedback acts, thedi�erence being that they relate to utterance production rather thanto input processing. Conceptually, this information is therefore bestconsidered as part of the speaker's own processing state.Time management acts: two important cases of time management acts inspoken dialogue are that of suspending the interaction (pause) and



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 105that of buying time (stalling). The �rst occurs when the speaker hasto perform some other activity, such as �nding information or dealingwith some very urgent business, before continuing the dialogue, andestimates that this requires too much time for an unexplained silence.When he thinks that only little time is needed, he may instead stall,e.g. speaking more slowly and using `�llers', all the time maintain-ing contact and keeping the turn. A stalling act often gives someindication of the progress of the activity that requires some time. Astalling act may also serve to buy time for dealing with problems inutterance formulation (�nding the right words) or in input processingproblems; stalling acts thus often go hand in hand with OCM actsor negative feedback acts.The occurrence of time management acts indicates that a speaker hasestimates of the time needed to perform or to complete his processing.Being process information, this naturally belongs to the processingstate part of the local cognitive context.Turn management acts: In a corpus of 111 naturally occurring spokeninformation dialogues (see Beun 1989) the most important cases ofturn management are the following:1. The information service encourages the client to go on (turn-giving).2. The speaker needs a little time for producing a response, butwants to keep the turn (turn-keeping).3. The speaker is interrupted because a communicative error is de-tected (interruption).Dialogue participants apparently have a view on the allocation ofturns. For past turns, this information is represented in the locallinguistic context, which is a record of the linguistic events and thusconstitutes a `dialogue history' (cf. Prince and Pernel 1995). Forfuture turns, which a speaker is planning, the local context shouldcontain the same kind of information as the dialogue history, thoughwith less detail. We therefore assume that the linguistic context hasboth a history part and a future-directed part.Contact management acts are mostly nonverbal in face-to-face communi-cation. In telephone dialogues they often occur in an explicit formwhen a speaker is uncertain whether the person at the other end of



106 HARRY BUNTthe line is actually there and is paying attention, especially after apause. Hello? is commonly used to check presence and attention, Yesto con�rm it.The occurrence of contact management acts means that speakers makeassumptions about the physical and mental `presence' of their dialoguepartner. This forms part of the assumptions about the current phys-ical and perceptual conditions of the interaction, and is thus part ofthe local physical/perceptual context.Discourse structuring acts are performed by a speaker to structure thediscourse, indicating e.g. that he is closing the discussion of a certaintopic, wants to address a new topic, or wants to ask a question, as inI would like to ask you something, about ights from Munich,...Investigations of the articulation of discourse structuring acts suggestthat, as far as the planning of topics is concerned, speakers in infor-mation dialogues do not go beyond (1) deciding on a set of one ortwo topics to be addressed; (2) selecting a topic from this set. Moregenerally, discourse structuring acts are based on the speaker's view ofthe present linguistic context and his plan for continuing the dialogue.When discussing turn management acts we noted that it seems bestto consider such information as forming a `future-directed' part of thelocal linguistic context.4.2.3 Social obligations management actsIn natural communication there are certain things one is supposed to doand certain things one is not supposed to do, following general norms andconventions of social behaviour in the culture to which one belongs. Forinstance, when contacting someone with the purpose of engaging in a dia-logue, one may be supposed to exchange greetings and to introduce oneself.We use the term `social obligations' to describe such phenomena.For dealing with social obligations, languages have closed classes of ut-terances with the property that the use of such an utterance puts a pressureon the addressee to react using a particular type of utterance from anotherclosed class. For instance, Thank you, creates a pressure to reply with You'rewelcome, or one of its equivalents. In Bunt (1994) we have introduced thenotion of reactive pressures to capture this phenomenon.9 In the informa-9We think this term is more appropriate than other terms found in the literature,such as communicative `obligations' (Allwood 1994); `adjacency pairs' (Scheglo� andSacks 1973), and `preferred organization' (Levinson 1983). `Obligation' is slightly too



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 107tion dialogues we examined, we have found �ve types of situation wheresocial obligations arise: those where greetings are in order (begin and endof the interaction); those where agents introduce themselves; those wherean agent apologizes for a mistake or for the inability to supply requestedinformation, and those where gratitude is expressed.SOM acts come in initiative-response pairs, in the sense that every typeof SOM act has an `initiative' version where the speaker deals with a par-ticular type of social obligation, and thereby puts pressure on the dialoguepartner to also deal with that obligation and/or to play it down in hisreaction.10 In order to account for the occurrence of initiative utterancesdealing with social obligations, we have introduced the concept of inter-active pressures (Bunt 1991). An interactive pressure (IP), like a reactivepressure (RP), is a pressure on an agent to perform a certain communicativeaction; the di�erence with a reactive pressure is that it is created not bya particular utterance, but by properties of the local context. IPs lead toinitiative dialogue acts for social obligation management, if we assume that`social' communicative agents act to resolve such pressures, thereby evokingthe corresponding reactive acts through their RPs (assuming, again, thatagents strive to resolve such pressures). IPs and RPs make certain dia-logue acts, that an agent is pressured to perform, `active' in the local socialcontext of that agent.4.3 Summing up: what's in local context?By investigating the kinds of information the various types of dialogue actsintroduce or modify in the local context, we have identi�ed the followingaspects of the conceptual content of local context.Local cognitive context:� The agent's processing state, including, for the major aspects ofinput processing, output generation, and related cognitive andtask-speci�c processing needed for participating in the dialogue:strong, as the `obligating' utterance does not really oblige the addressee to respond inthe `obligated' way. `Adjacency pair' is also too strong, since the two elements of the pairdo not really have to be adjacent, and in fact the second element does not necessarilyhave to appear at all. `Preference organization' would seem to have the right kind ofstrength, but this term belongs to a structural framework of dialogue analysis, where theterm `preference' is not meant to have a cognitive interpretation (Levinson 1983, p. 332-333). Our approach, by contrast, does have a strong cognitive orientation and considersreactive pressures to be an aspect of the local cognitive context.10Some approaches to dialogue give central importance to initiative-response pairs forall kinds of communicative acts; see e.g. Moeschler (1989); Roulet (1985), Bilange (1991).



108 HARRY BUNT{ progress, in particular whether the process is ready;{ any di�culties encountered;{ results obtained;{ estimated time needed for completion.� The agent's beliefs (weak and strong) about the dialogue partner,in particular:{ about the partner's processing state;{ about the partner's current information and mutual beliefsrelating to the underlying task and to each other's informa-tion state.Local linguistic context: The dialogue so far, including the agent'sinterpretation of the communicative events. Also the agent's discourseplan, if any (`future linguistic context').Local semantic context: The agent's current beliefs concerning theunderlying task and his current task goals.Local physical/perceptual context: The agent's assumptions regard-ing the dialogue partner's physical, perceptual and mental `presence'.Local social context: The interactive and reactive pressures on theagent, corresponding to social obligations, feedback, and turn man-agement.A model of the other agent's model of the local context, within an agent'slocal cognitive context, is needed since any time a dialogue act is performedconcerning some aspect of local context (as in Please repeat, concerned withthe local linguistic context), an assumption is made about the correspond-ing component of the other agent's context model (in this example, theassumption that the previous contribution is available in the partner's lin-guistic context). This causes recursion in the model structure. Using CABfor the local context as A believes B views it, we thus have the conceptualstructure for A's view of the local context shown in �g. 5.5 Representation of local contextHaving identi�ed the most important types of local contextual informationas required by the various types of dialogue acts, we now turn to an analysisof the logical properties of the various information types as a next step



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 109CA = < A's local semantic context,A's local cognitive context: < Own Processing StatePartner Model: CAB >A's local physical and perceptual context,A's local social context,A's local linguistic context >Figure 5: Conceptual structure of an agent's local context.toward their formal and computational modelling. Three relevant issues toconsider in this connection are the following:1. the degree of articulation of the information: some information typesare more articulate than others;2. whether communicating agents use the information in full-blown in-ferential processing or in simpler, special-purpose processing such asparameter value testing;3. the existence of dependencies between di�erent information types.Full-blown inferential processing naturally goes hand in hand with artic-ulate expression of information, while simpler processing is appropriate forinformation with little internal structure. The articulation of informationtypes and the complexity of the associated processing can be investigatedempirically by examining the semantic contents of the dialogue acts address-ing the various information types, and by investigating the complexity ofsubdialogues where the various kinds of context information are the topicof conversation. The existence of dependencies between di�erent informa-tion types follows from the inherent connections between perception, inputanalysis, the maintenance of a model of the discourse situation, and thegeneration of utterances.We now consider in turn the �ve conceptual parts of local context (see�g. 5).5.1 Local social contextWe noted above that social obligations management acts (SOM acts) comein two varieties, initiative and reactive ones. Those of the reactive kind



110 HARRY BUNTare triggered by reactive pressures (RPs) of initiative SOM acts, those ofthe initiative kind by interactive pressures (IPs) which arise when the localcontext satis�es certain conditions.The rules describing how local context properties give rise to interactivepressures are pairs, consisting of (1) a set of local context conditions; (2)a partial speci�cation of a dialogue act, most typically consisting of thespeci�cation of a communicative function and a set of constraints on se-mantic content and utterance form. The conditional part (CP) describesthe properties of the local context that give rise to the pressure; the actionpart speci�es the kind of dialogue act that the agent, to whom the IP ruleapplies, is pressured to perform. The action part of an IP rule typically doesnot specify a dialogue act completely, since IP rules leave some freedom forthe way to act.Based on our exploration of corpora of Dutch telephone informationdialogues with an information service, the IP rules for opening greetings,self-introductions, and apologies are as follows (slightly simpli�ed). In allinstances, the action part indicates an action to be performed by the agentwho has the turn, unless otherwise speci�ed.Opening Greeting< CP: no dialogue acts have yet been performedother than self-introductionsIP: opening-greeting-init >Self-Introduction< CP: no dialogue act has yet been performedIP: self-introduction-init >Apology< CP: agent X knows that he has made a mistake (e.g., has,misunderstood Y ), or is unable to act in a way thatfurthers any of the known goals of partner Y;or is unable to process a contribution from Y ;X has not yet apologized for his inability or errorIP: apology-init by agent Xwith the error or inability as semantic content >Note that, in the dialogue situation considered here, the IP rule forintroducing oneself applies only to the information service, since this partneralways opens the dialogue (see Dialogue 1 above). The service is thus alwayspressured to start by introducing itself. These IP rules are quite speci�c,and apply only to a particular kind of interactive setting. Articulate IP



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 111rules can only be given for speci�c settings, since social obligations and theway they are handled depend in their details on the global social, physicaland perceptual context.When the conditions in an IP rule are satis�ed, this leads to a (partlyspeci�ed) dialogue act to become `active' in the local social context. SeveralIP rules may have their conditions satis�ed simultaneously, for instance dueto the fact that an agent under pressure does not have the turn; the localsocial context may therefore contain several `active' dialogue acts. This mayresult in a multifunctional utterance containing several SOM acts, such asAirport Information Service, good morning. Since each of these acts carriesa reactive pressure, the respective RPs accumulate as well. When morethan one SOM act is active in the local social context, the most recentone often has priority to be performed �rst, or only, as in: Airport Infor-mation Service, good morning./Good morning, this is Jansen and Thanksa lot, goodbye./Goodbye. This suggests that a stack may be an appropri-ate organization of the local social context, with decreasing strength ofthe interactive/reactive pressure for elements lower on the stack. For therepresentation of the stack elements, dialogue acts, see below (section 5.5,linguistic context).5.2 Local physical/perceptual contextOf the physical and perceptual context (`P/P context') , which characterizesthe ways the dialogue participants can interact with their environment,including each other, the only aspects that can be changed by the dialogueare the e�ective availability of communication channels and whether theparticipants are paying attention to each other.In the case of a telephone dialogue we thus need to represent in thespeaker's P/P context his assumptions about the current availability of thetelephone line. Whether the participant who is not speaking is paying at-tention, is a di�erent matter but is for the speaker in the telephone situationindistinguishable form the availability of the communication channel. Thecontact management acts we have found in telephone information dialoguescon�rm this; physical and cognitive `availability' are not addressed sepa-rately. A single, binary-valued feature is thus su�cient to represent thepartner's assumed physical and mental `presence'. When the participantscan see each other, more features are needed, or a feature with more complexvalues.



112 HARRY BUNT5.3 Local semantic contextThe semantic content of task-oriented dialogue acts can be quite articulate,reecting the complexity of the task domain, and is the subject of the mostelaborate discussions in a dialogue; this is also what the agents reason aboutand use extensively to guide their communicative activity in a rational way.Semantic context information, moreover, is often embedded within re-cursive belief attitudes as part of an agent's information about his dialoguepartner. See further below, concerning the `partner model' information inan agent's local cognitive context.5.4 Local cognitive contextProcessing StateWe have seen in the previous section that an agent's processing state con-tains the following elements per process:1. state of progress;2. any di�culties encountered;3. results obtained;4. estimated time needed for completion.We have also seen that in natural information dialogues the estimated timeneeded to complete a process is never considered in precise terms. Althougha computer dialogue system could conceivably calculate precise estimatesof the time needed for certain processes, it is doubtful that very detailedmessages would be useful for the user; we will therefore consider only therepresentation of the estimated time needed to complete a process in thecrude way people naturally do this. This can be achieved by means of asimple attribute-value pair.Something similar can be said about reporting the state of progress of acertain process. Again, this information can be represented by means of asimple attribute-value pair.In negative feedback acts, when processing di�culties are reported, thespeaker most of the time signals the failure of a process, as in What did yousay?, or asks for clari�cation of a particular item, as in Do you mean thisTuesday?. This may be represented with two attributes: one representingsuccess or failure, and one that may have a problematic input item as itsvalue. In the case of negative feedback about evaluation, an agent reportsconicts between new information and previously available information. Todetect such conicts clearly may require full-blown inferential processing.



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 113It is not surprising, therefore, that such feedback acts are often not ex-pressed with dedicated feedback functions, but with a general informativecommunicative function, using a full-blown sentence with articulate seman-tic content. In information dialogues, such conicts arise only in connectionwith task-domain information. This means that the representation of dif-�culties encountered by a process may require links to the local semanticcontext and to items of semantic analysis in the local linguistic context.Similarly for positive feedback concerning input interpretation, whichtypically takes the form of a repetition of part of the previous utterance.In such acts, the agent shows the result of his interpretation process, whichshould also be linked to the local semantic and linguistic context.Altogether, we are thus lead to a representation of an agent's processingstate information like the attribute-value matrix form shown in �g. 6, where1 and 2 indicate links to the local linguistic or semantic context.2666664 Process Pprogress ongoing/almost-ready/readytime-needed negligible/small/substantialdifficulty � proc-success success/fail/di�culty/..problem-item 1 input-itemj/. . . �result 2
3777775Figure 6: Processing state information represented in the local cognitive context.Partner ModelAgents involved in a dialogue build up all kinds of information about eachother. Assuming that all agents operate on the basis of the same typesof information, according to the same basic principles of rationality andsociality, and with the same cognitive architecture, an agent A must assumethat his dialogue partner B entertains beliefs about the same kinds of thingsas A himself. Therefore, if we assume that the local context of a dialogueagent A contains, conceptually, the �ve information types distinguishedabove, it follows that A0s beliefs about B0s beliefs follow, conceptually, thesame �vedimensional structure, and this recursively, as indicated in �gure5 above.The most complex kind of local cognitive context information (and themost complex kind of all local context information, in fact) is formed by theparticipants' recursive beliefs and intentions concerning to the underlyingtask, since this information combines the inherent complexity of the se-mantic context information with that of nested propositional attitudes. An



114 HARRY BUNTadequate representation of this information therefore calls for a logicallysophisticated formalism with associated inference machinery.Candidates for such a formalism are the logics that have been devel-oped in Arti�cial Intelligence for reasoning about belief and action (see e.g.Halpern 1986, Halpern and Moses 1990, Moore 1985, Levesque 1984, Co-hen and Levesque 1990). These logics all have rather limited applicability,however, in not treating quite the epistemic and intentional attitudes thatwe need for dialogue contexts, or not dealing with interactive agents withsuch attitudes. The development of adequate knowledge representation for-malisms and inference machines is obviously beyond the scope of a dialoguetheory. In section 6, we will outline two nonstandard approaches to themodelling of belief contexts that we consider particularly promising.Later in this section we will consider the recursive beliefs of dialogueagents relating to other than task-related information (see section 5.7).5.5 Linguistic context and dialogue memoryFrom the occurrence of feedback acts and OCM acts we can infer thatan agent's local linguistic context should contain representations of inpututterances as well as of the agent's own contributions to the dialogue, andnot just of the `raw' input- and output signals, but also of aspects of theiranalysis and evaluation. Linguistic feedback refers to a preceding utterance,requiring a representation of the events earlier in the dialogue; being such arepresentation, the local linguistic context is a kind of memory of what hashappened in the dialogue.For modelling human memory of dialogue the information in linguisticcontext should be selective: utterances several turns back in a dialogueare not remembered verbatim, but only some words and phrases and theutterance meaning are remembered (where `semantic memory' is not perfecteither). The selectiveness of human memory is often considered to be adesign feature, supporting economic use of resources. Computer memorybeing available in virtually unlimited supply, we may represent the linguisticcontext available to a computer dialogue partner exhaustively, rather thanselectively.Treating linguistic context as a memory of what has happened in thedialogue has the advantage of providing an elegant way to avoid all othercomponents of local context to have a memory. Consider, for example, themodelling of a participant's beliefs and intentions relating to the underlyingtask, as contained in the local semantic context. It would not be su�cientto only model the agent's current beliefs and intentions, for an agent may



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 115sometimes discover that something went wrong, and a subgoal that was be-lieved to be achieved and discarded, turns out not to be achieved after all.An agent should then be able to return to a previous state of beliefs and in-tentions. By systematically associating with each utterance in the linguisticcontext the changes that the utterance has brought about in the semanticcontext, we obviate the need to `remember' these changes in the semanticcontext; any previous state of the semantic context can be reconstructedfrom its current state plus the changes represented in the linguistic con-text. In general, this approach allows all local context components exceptthe linguistic one to represent just the current state. Linguistic context, bycontrast, by its very de�nition contains information relating to the previousdiscourse.11This view on the linguistic context has been implemented in the linguisticcontext model of the PLUS system, where it was termed the `DiscourseModel' (Bunt and Allwood 1993). The PLUS Discourse Model was de�nedas a data structure in an object-oriented programming language (see Meyer'schapter in this volume). Figure 7 shows a part of the PLUS DiscourseModel, with some simpli�cations, and at some points using a more intuitiveterminology. Formally, this structure can be viewed as a recursive type-theoretical construct.Note that in this model an utterance is split up into parts, called `gram-matical units', that express one or more dialogue acts. The syntactic-semantic analysis of a grammatical unit is represented as a `sign' in the senseof HPSG, a recursive attribute-value matrix. The semantically relevant ele-ments are extracted from a sign and represented separately as `quasi-logicalform' (in the language `ULF'; Geurts and Rentier 1993; similarly, the infor-mation that may be relevant for the assignment of communicative functionsis collected in a separate representation (`pragmatic features'). A dialogueact in this representation has a communicative function name assigned to it,which is strictly speaking redundant, since the signi�cance of a communica-tive function is the attitudinal information it conveys, which is representedin the `goal-attitude' and the `enabling attitudes'. For example, a checkwith semantic content p has the goal attitude that S (the speaker) wants toknow whether p, and the enabling attitudes that S weakly believes that p,11We have seen that, besides this backward-looking aspect, local linguistic context alsohas a forward-looking aspect containing a speaker's discourse plans, which is the basisfor discourse-structuring acts. It may also be practical to use a context bu�er for storingthe most recent dialogue history, especially in view of the fact that complete, de�nitiveprocessing of inputs often does not occur immediately. Such a bu�er has for instance beenimplemented in the TENDUM dialogue system (Bunt et al. 1984) and more recently inthe DenK system, where it is called the `pending context' (Piwek 1995).



116 HARRY BUNTDiscourse Model: <list of Utterance >Utterance:verbatim form: <string >speaker: <agent >gramm units: <list of Grammatical unit >Grammatical unit:synsem structure: <sign >quasi logical form: <ULF >pragmatic features: <list of AV pairs >dialogue acts: <set of Dialogue act >Dialogue act:commun function: <CF name >semantic content: <semantic representation >discourse referents: <list of discourse referents >topic info: <topic element >goal attitude: <goal representation >enabling attitudes: <list of belief representations >reactive pressure: <Utterance >resolved pressure: <Utterance >cancel-attitudes: <list of goal/belief represent's >indirect intentions: <set of Attitude Set >Attitude Set:ind goal attitude: <goal representation >ind enabling attitudes: <list of belief represent's >ind reactive pressure: <Utterance >ind resolved pressure: <Utterance >Figure 7: Part of PLUS Discourse model.and that S (at least) weakly believes that H (the hearer) knows whether p.5.6 Articulate dialogue control informationThe discussion of local social context, perceptual and physical context, andprocessing state, has been based on the analysis of dialogue control acts withmarginal semantic content and dedicated DC function { which is their mostcommon form. As we have seen, however, a dialogue control act may alsobe performed by means of a general-purpose informative function and anarticulate semantic content. For instance, a stalling act may be performedby Um,.., um,.., but also by saying Let's see, I'm not sure how to say this inEnglish. We suggest to analyse such a situation as a temporary shift fromthe domain of the underlying task to the domain of how to say something in



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 117English, i.e., as a temporary shift of the domain of discourse. The dialogueparticipants thus use general-purpose informative functions and articulatecontents in order to convey beliefs and intentions concerning this temporarydomain of discourse. This in contrast with the use of special-purpose DCfunctions and marginal content, where the domain of discourse remainsthat of the underlying task.12 When a dialogue shifts to communication-related information, the state of the task-related information is frozen untilthe dialogue returns there. The consequences of this approach for contextrepresentation and for the design of a dialogue system are discussed in (Bunt1999).5.7 Overall organization of context representationsFrom the above analysis of properties of the information in local dialoguecontext we can draw conclusions regarding the kind of representational for-malisms needed for the various information types and regarding the overallorganization of context models.From a representational point of view, the information types we haveseen fall into three categories:1. The beliefs and intentions about the underlying task that constitute anagent's local semantic context; the beliefs about the partner's beliefsand intentions about the task in the partner model component of theagent's cognitive context, and this recursively. Representation of thisinformation calls for a powerful logical formalism. Similarly for thedialogue control information exchanged by DC acts with a general-purpose informative function and articulate semantic content.2. The past and planned communicative events in the dialogue, in termsof dialogue acts and their analyses, making up the linguistic context.The linguistic analysis of utterances can be represented in recursiveattribute-value matrices (AVMs); for information about dialogue actswe have seen the object-oriented representation used in the PLUS sys-tem, which can also be recast in AVM form. The local social context,created by interactive and reactive pressures, also consists of (aspectsof) dialogue acts.3. Process information, in the processing state part of the cognitive con-text, as well as contact information in the P/P context, is structurallysimple and can be represented in simple AVMs.12This view is corroborated by the study of topic shifts in spoken information dialoguesreported by Rats (1996).



118 HARRY BUNTWe consider three aspects of these information types that are relevant forthe design of local context representations: dependencies between informa-tion types; their temporal properties, and their depth of recursion.DependenciesAll information in the local context is, by de�nition, the result of the eventsin the dialogue; indeed the local context at a certain point in a dialoguecan for the most part be reconstructed from the local linguistic context, byfollowing the dialogue history from the beginning to that point. In one re-spect changes in local context do not relate directly to the dialogue history:an agent's processing state, especially for processing that does not relatedirectly to inputs (such as task-speci�c processing, and utterance produc-tion), cannot feasibly be computed given only the linguistic context. Forthe rest, it would seem that the linguistic context is all we need. In practice,this is obviously not the case, since it would mean that to generate a dia-logue act an agent would every time have to run through the entire dialoguehistory. Instead, what the agent needs is a representation of current goalsand beliefs, turn allocation, interactive and reactive pressures. These allfollow through successive updates from the processing of the previous dia-logue utterances. Once these context elements have been computed, theycan be used independent from how they were created. For instance, the rep-resentation of the current beliefs of a dialogue participant about his partnerdoes not have to include the history of how that belief has come about.This has the advantage of simplifying the belief representation system. Ifnecessary, the history of the belief can always be reconstructed from thelinguistic context.The information in an agent's processing state is closely related to thelinguistic context, since the processes whose status is represented producethe results represented in the linguistic context, or they take linguistic con-text information as input and compute information in other context com-ponents. The representation of processing state therefore contains links tothe other context components, in particular to the linguistic context (seefurther Bunt 1996).Temporal propertiesWe have seen that the linguistic context acts partly as a dialogue memoryand allows all other context components to only represent the current state.The linguistic context has a `temporal size' of as many turns as there are inthe dialogue history, plus possibly a few planned future turns.



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 119Depth of recursionWe have seen that beliefs and intentions regarding the underlying task aswell as those relating to dialogue control information can be recursive witharbitrary depth of recursion, possibly even in�nite (in the case of mutualbeliefs).The linguistic context as modelled in the PLUS Discourse Model doesnot address to what extent a dialogue system should represent not onlyits own analysis of the events in the dialogue, but also the assumed user'sanalysis. A representation of assumptions about the user's analysis wouldseem useful only if the system has reason to assume di�erences between it'sown analysis and that of the user. More precisely, it would seem sensible tomake the following assumptions:� Unless negative feedback suggests otherwise, the user processes thesystem's utterances correctly;� Unless negative (allo-)feedback from the user suggests otherwise, thesystem believes it analyses the user's utterances correctly.On these assumptions, which in fact say that, unless there is evidence to thecontrary, both participants understand each other correctly, there is no needto maintain separate representations of the user's analysis of the dialogueutterances, except when a communication problem is detected. This canbe made operational by adding in a representation like the PLUS DiscourseModel an additional attribute user's analysis for each Utterance, the valueof which has a verbatim form and an analysis in the form of a list-valuedfeature gramm units: < list of Grammatical unit >, just like the system'sanalysis; by default then, these attributes would share their values with thecorresponding attributes in the system's analysis of the utterance.Note that, on this approach, the system's local linguistic context is notrecursive: it does not contain a representation of how the system assumesthe user assumes the system has processed an utterance, and so on.We have suggested that the information exchanged by means of dialoguecontrol acts with a special-purpose DC function and a marginal semanticcontent is structurally simple and can be represented in simple attribute-value structures. On the other hand, the 5-component conceptual contextmodel of �g. 5 has embedded in the cognitive context of one agent a contextmodel ascribed to the other agent. Since the embedded context model hasthe same structure, this implies that all the information types in an agent'scontext model are in�nitely recursive. It thus seems now that this fullyrecursive structure is inappropriate for some information types. Consider



120 HARRY BUNTthe case of physical and perceptual context information, conveyed by contactmanagement acts.Contact management acts tend to have negligible semantic content andclearly seem not to be based on communicative planning or full-blown rea-soning. The representation of the information they convey therefore doesnot need to involve mutual belief and intention attitudes. On the otherhand, it would not be su�cient if a dialogue system would represent onlywhether the user is `present', without any assumption about the user's viewon the contact situation. There are at least two reasons why more is needed:1. To interpret a contact management act by A, agent B must be ableto register a contact problem for A.2. To perform a contact management act, agent A should assume thepartner B to be unaware of the problem that A sees, for else it wouldbe unnecessary for A to draw attention to it.The physical and perceptual context information of an agentA should there-fore contain at least the following elements:1. the assumed status of B's physical and perceptual presence;2. B's assumed view of the status of A's physical and perceptual pres-ence;3. the status of B's physical and perceptual presence, as A assumes Bassumes A views it.Each of these elements can be represented with a 3-valued parameter `pres-ence', with values `positive', `negative', and `doubtful'. Taking the maxi-mum depth of assumptions, beliefs, and `views' of agents about each otheras `depth of recursion', this means that the information in local P/P contexthas recursion depth 3.The same can be said about the processing state information relatingto feedback and own communication management acts with DC functions,where the depth of recursion can also be set at 3.SOM acts arise through interactive and reactive pressures, not throughcommunicative planning and reasoning with nested beliefs and intentions.IP rules may contain assumptions of one agent about the other, however,(see the example of the Apology rule given above) with a complexity thatagain corresponds to a recursion depth of 3.Figure 8 summarizes the temporal and recursion-depth characteristicsof the various information types.



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 121time
Linguisticcontext Social contextProc. stateP/P contextTask-related beliefs and intentionsCommunication-related beliefs and intentions

6
current
history

-1 3 1depth of recursion !Figure 8: Temporal extension and recursion depth of local context components.Overall organizationNot being fully recursive, the information in physical and perceptual con-text, processing state, and social context on this approach no longer formspart of the recursively embedded partner model in the local cognitive con-text (cf. �g. 5). In fact, this puts the entire notion of recursive contextembedding into question: the only fully recursive context elements are thebeliefs and intentions conveyed by task-oriented dialogue acts and by dia-logue control acts with informative communicative functions.This analysis thus leads us to conclude that the 5-component conceptualmodel of local context that we started out with, does not correspond to themost sensible design of a formal context representation, but that insteadthe organization suggests itself which is represented schematically in �g. 9(see also Bunt 1997). The four components in this organization correspondto the three-way distinction of information types made above (beginning ofsection 5.7), the social and linguistic components containing information ofthe same kind but with a di�erent organization: the local social context is astack of highly underspeci�ed description of communicative events (objectsof type Utterance in the PLUS Discourse Model), while the local linguistic



122 HARRY BUNTcontext is a list of fully speci�ed objects of the same type in chronologicalorder. CA = < A's local epistemic & intentional context:task-related information andcommunication-related information,A's processing state andphysical and perceptual context,A's local social context,A's local linguistic context >Figure 9: Organization of an agent's local context representation.6 Formalisms for context modellingIn this section we will outline two formalisms that we consider to be particu-larly promising for computational modelling of local contexts, ConstructiveType Theory and Modular Partial Models. The �rst is a proof-theoreticalformalism that has been implemented in the DenK multimodal dialoguesystem (Bunt et al. 1998), the second is a model-theoretic formalism thathas been developed in particular for the representation of nested beliefsand intentions occurring in a dialogue participant's cognitive and semanticcontexts.6.1 Constructive Type TheoryConstructive type theory (CTT) is a member of the family of powerfuland versatile logical formalisms for knowledge representation and reasoning,known as type theories or pure type systems. The development of thesesystems was originally motivated by research into the formal properties oflogical connectives in intuitionistic logic. De Bruijn (1980) developed avariant of pure type systems called Automath, which he used to representan entire mathematics textbook and to automatically verify all the proofs.Closely related variants are the calculus of constructions (Coquand 1985)and Martin-L�ofs intuitionistic type theory (Martin-L�of 1984).Sundholm (1986) was the �rst to apply type theory to natural languagesemantics, in particular to the analysis of donkey sentences. Ranta (1991)



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 123used type theory as the semantic input of a generation algorithm for En-glish sentences; Sundholm (1989) reconstructed Barwise and Cooper's gen-eralized quanti�ers in type theory. More recently, type theory has alsobeen applied succesfully to presuppositions (Krahmer and Piwek 1999), toanaphora (Beun and Kievit 1996), and to question-answer relations in dia-logue (Piwek 1998). Krause (1995) has shown that type theory provides agood basis for abductive reasoning, which has been argued to be especiallyimportant in context-based natural language processing (see e.g. Hobbset al. 1993, and the chapters by Bunt and Black and by Oberlander andLascarides in this volume).Type-theoretic semantic representations are constructive in nature inthat they only allow the use of terms that are well-formed according toa speci�c background of term introductions, a so-called context. In type-theoretic semantics such a background set is interpreted as the knowledgeor beliefs of an agent. Semantic interpretation is thus relative to an agentand therefore inherently intensional; it assigns meanings in terms of theknowledge of an agent. Whether or not such interpretations correspond toanything in an external reality is another matter.An unusual feature of type theory is that it views proofs as abstract ob-jects, on a par with individual concepts; proofs have representations in thelanguage, and are fully integrated within the formalism. (Moore about thisbelow.) This means that in type theory we can represent not only what anagent believes, but also how he comes to believe it, by having explicit repre-sentations of the proofs that justify his beliefs. The constructivist characterof the framework shows again here, in that proofs may be constructed onlyfrom steps that can be found in a given context.Type theory is based on typed lambda calculus. The language of ex-plicitly typed lambda calculus consists of expressions of the general formA : B, expressing that an object A has type B, which is also glossed as `Ais an inhabitant of type B'. To show that A : B holds in a given context�, one has to show that either � contains that expression, or that it can beobtained from the expressions in � by means of the type deduction rules.These rules spell out how complex terms may be constructed as inhabitantsof complex types, given (in the context under consideration) the componentterms as inhabitants of other types.Barendregt (1991) noticed that many existing systems of typed lambdacalculus can be uniformly represented using a single format, parametrizedfor the elementary types or sorts that it uses, the `pure type systems' format(see also Barendregt 1992).Formally, the expressions of CTT can be de�ned as follows.



124 HARRY BUNTDe�nition 1 (sorts). The set of sorts is S = f2, type; tg.The sort 2 is a `supertype' at the top of the hierarchy of types; the `motherof all types'. Immediately below the top one may �nd di�erent high-leveltypes; di�erent choices here lead to di�erent members of the family of puretype systems. In CTT we have chosen the sort type as the supertype of allnon-mathematical entities, and t as the supertype of all propositional types.We will moreover assume a high-level type e (for `entity') as a supertype ofall types of individuals that we may �nd in a certain domain of discourse.De�nition 2 (variables). Variables are the elements of a set V whichis disjoint with S.De�nition 3 (types). Types are atomic or complex. The set T of typesis de�ned as the smallest set such that:1. sorts and variables are atomic elements of T (but see below for re-strictions on the use of variables as types).2. if ti and tj are types and x is a variable, then the following expressionsare complex elements of T :(a) ti � tj , where the dot signi�es function application(b) �x : ti:tj (�-abstraction)(c) �x : ti:tj (�-abstraction).The �-types introduced here, so-called `dependent function types', are thetypes of polymorphic functions where the type of the range tj may dependon the type of the argument, i.e. tj may be a complex type expression inwhich x occurs. For functions of a �-type where the range does not dependson its arguments we will use the familiar notation `ti ! tj '.De�nition 4 (introductions). Introductions are expressions of the formx : T where x is a variable and T is a type.Note that, by de�nition 3, variables are types and may thus occur inthe right-hand side of an introduction. The legal use of variables is context-dependent, however; every variable must �rst be introduced in the contextunder consideration (i.e., must occur as the left-hand side of an introduc-tion). This restriction is captured in the de�nition of contexts.



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 125De�nition 5 (contexts). A context is a sequence of introductions that iswell-formed in the sense that every type occurring in the right-hand side ofan introduction is either a sort or is the left-hand side of an introductionearlier in the sequence.Type-theoretical contexts bear some resemblance to the discourse repre-sentation structures of DRT (Kamp and Reyle 1993). Roughly, the variablex in an introduction x : T can be seen as corresponding to a discoursereferent in DRT, and the type as corresponding to a predicate in a DRTcondition. In fact, Ahn and Kolb (1990) have formally shown that CTT-contexts can be regarded as generalizations of DRSs. The following exampleillustrates the possible use of CTT for semantic representation.Consider the sentence A farmer laughs. The NP gives rise to an intro-duction of the form x : farmer, but farmer has to be introduced �rst toobtain a well-formed context. So we get, initially:13[farmer : e; x : farmer]The VP corresponds to a predicate, applicable to farmers, and must beintroduced as such, i.e. as a function from farmers to propositions:14laugh : farmer ! tWe can now complete the CTT representation of the sentence by addingthe statement that corresponds to the condition laugh(x) in DRT, to ob-tain the context:[farmer : e; x : farmer; laugh : farmer ! t; p : laugh � x]This can be read as: farmers are individual objects; x is a farmer; laughingis a property that farmers may have; there is evidence that x laughs. (Seebelow for further explanation of this last bit.) A CTT analysis of a sentenceor a discourse thus introduces objects of various kinds and adds them tothe context that grows incrementally as the discourse proceeds, similar to13Remember that we assumed, for improved readability, that the type e (`entity') hasalready been introduced (like a sort, e�ectively).14Of course, it is advisable to allow the laugh predicate to be applicable to a largerdomain than just farmers; this can be achieved by allowing polymorphic dependent typesor by introducing subtyping (Ahn 1995).



126 HARRY BUNTwhat happens in a DRT treatment.We have seen that type theory takes an `object-oriented' view on proofs,as it were, considering proofs as structured objects with properties not un-like individual concepts. This view is based on a fundamental insight, knownas the Curry-Howard-De Bruijn correspondence, according to which propo-sitions can be interpreted as types in a typed �-calculus. Under this inter-pretation, the inhabitants of such a proposition type stand for proofs of theproposition. It turns out that there is a correspondence between provabilityin standard logic and the existence of inhabitants in typed �-calculus.The following example illustrates this approach. A pure type systemis a formal system, consisting of a formal language which has contexts asits expressions, plus a set of deduction rules (see Barendregt 1992). Thededuction rules make use of contexts, of the introduction statements thatwe have seen, of the form x : T , and also of more general `statements', i.e.expressions of the form E : T where E may be a complex term, constructedout of several variables by means of the possibilities described in de�nition3. For instance, the following rule can be viewed as merging Modus Ponenswith function application:�`F : P!Q �`p: P�`(F �p):QAccording to this rule, when we have a context � in which F is known tobe an inhabitant of type P ! Q with propositional types P and Q, i.e. Fis an already available proof of a proposition of the form P ! Q, and p isa proof of the proposition P , then the term F � p constitutes a proof of theproposition Q.The occurrence of proofs within the system does not mean that truth isa particularly central notion of the framework; on the contrary. Central totype theory is the recording (in type-theoretical contexts) of accumulatinginformation and of what follows from this information. An agent, whosebeliefs are represented type-theoretically, is regarded as explicitly believingthose propositions that are present in the type-theoretical context, and im-plicitly believing those propositions that are not explicitly represented, butfor which he can construct a proof. Viewing a type-theoretical context as arepresentation of the beliefs of an agent, the total set of his beliefs is thusdetermined by what the agent is able to deduce from the context. For somepropositions P , the agent will not be able to construct a proof, nor will hebe able to construct a proof of not P , hence this framework constitutes apartial approach to belief modelling.



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 127A type-theoretical context may be viewed either as an agent's knowledgeor as his beliefs. In epistemic logic the distinction between the two is oftenexpressed by: \knowledge is justi�ed true belief". An agent obviously takeshis beliefs to be true, so the only distinction he can possibly make is betweenjusti�ed and unjusti�ed beliefs; in a type-theoretical approach, however, anagent can only have beliefs that are either explicitly or implicitly justi�edin his context. When an agent's context is viewed as `beliefs' rather than`knowledge', one often speaks of the `evidence' or `justi�cations' that theagent has for his beliefs rather than `proofs'.In order to give a type-theoretical context the dynamics that is neededto implement a context-change approach to utterance meaning or dialogueact interpretation, it is desirable to distinguish the situation where an agentis able to derive a certain belief from his context, from that where he hasactually constructed a proof that motivates the belief (i.e., the agent hasconstructed a complex term inhabiting the corresponding proposition type).One way of doing that is by extending context with de�nitions.De�nitions in type theory have been introduced by De Bruijn (1980).The idea is that, if E is a complex term such that the context allows thederivation of the statement E : T of a certain type T , i.e. � ` E : T , thenwe can add to the context � an abbreviation of E. Such an abbreviation isof the form z = E : T , where z is a fresh variable. Using such de�nitions, wecan model an agent reaching a certain conclusion by adding to the contexta new term as an abbreviation for the complex proof term inhabiting theconclusion type. For instance, in the above example of type-theoreticalModus Ponens, we could extend the context under consideration with theintroduction q = F � p : T .In recent years, research in the DenK project has shown the great po-tential of type-theoretical contexts as formalizations of context information(Borghuis 1994; Ahn 1995; Ahn 2000). The expressive capabilities and proofmethods of standard type theory have to be enriched, however, for adequatemodelling of the states of information and intention of agents participatingin a dialogue, since standard type theory takes into account only the beliefsof a single agent. An extension for two agents each with their own epis-temic modalities has been de�ned by Borghuis (1994). Further extensionsare required for the type-theoretical representation of the time-dependentaspects of the behaviour of objects in the application domain, and also forthe representation of and reasoning about the temporal aspects of naturallanguage utterances (see Ahn and Borghuis 1996; Ahn 2000).In the DenK system, CTT is used both for the semantic representationof the utterances exchanged by the user and the system, and also for im-



128 HARRY BUNTplementing the system's knowledge of the task domain (the global semanticcontext) and the shared beliefs of user and system derived from the dialogue(according to the system, i.e. the system's view of the `local semantic con-text'). In fact, the system's representation of the global semantic contextconstitutes a formal model of the domain, which is the working of a modernelectron microscope, in the form of a giant type-theoretical context. ThisCTT context is divided into two parts, called `common' and `private'. Com-mon is the part of the context containing the information that the systembelieves to be shared with the user; private contains the beliefs that thesystem does not believe to be shared (which is most of the global semanticcontext).We have seen earlier in this chapter that some aspects of local dialoguecontext are conveniently represented by means of simple features: attribute-value combinations, rather than by complex logical expressions (see alsoBunt 1999. In Bunt and Sloot (1996) we have shown how features can beintroduced in familiar logical languages; features can also be introduced inCTT as follows. We take a feature attribute conceptually to be a functionthat pairs objects in its domain with values in its range, and the combina-tion of an attribute with a value as a predicate. For instance, to model thata certain process has the property expressed by the feature [progress =:ready], we introduce progress as a function from processes to `progressvalues'; we introduce ready as an object of type `progress value', and we de-�ne the combination to be of the type of a predicate applicable to processes,i.e. a function from processes to propositions.In a formal language that has lambda abstraction, a feature [A =: v],is semantically equivalent to a lambda abstract �x : A(x) = v, if v is notnested (i.e., v is not of the form [A0 =: v0], and one can simply use lambdaabstraction instead of features (and conjoined abstractions instead of fea-ture matrices). For nested feature speci�cations a more complex equivalentlambda abstract can be given (see Bunt and Sloot 1996). CTT is a languagewith lambda abstraction, so one way to use the logical machinery of CTTfor information in attribute-value format is to translate this into lambdaexpressions. (In other words, feature speci�cations on this approach areviewed as abbreviations of certain lambda abstractions.)Alternatively, feature speci�cations can be introduced into the languageat object level. In CTT, this amounts to adding the corresponding clauseto the de�nition of CTT expressions, plus a deduction rule15 saying that, ifF is a type of the form ti ! tj and v is of type tj , then the attribute-value15The precise formulation, in terms of �-types, is: �`F :(�x:A:B) �`b:B�`(F=:b):(�x:A:t)



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 129combination (F =: v) is of type ti ! t.The above example of the information that process P1 is ready, can then berepresented in CTT as follows:[ progval : e; process : e;ready : progval; progress : process! progval;p : (progress =: ready) � P1]The structuring of a type-theoretical context into a part that containsthe `private' beliefs of the system and a part containing the beliefs the sys-tem assumes to be mutual, can be viewed as a particular instance of theapproach of using so-called belief spaces for dealing with nested proposi-tional attitudes. On this approach, the belief state of an agent is treatedas a set of propositions which are either explicitly stored or derivable fromthose that are stored. This set is structured, having e.g. a subset formedby those propositions the agent believes to be shared with another agent.Di�erent sets of propositions, or `spaces', can be de�ned in this way to repre-sent information in the scope of a particular, possibly nested, propositionalattitude.The belief-space approach has been pioneered in AI in terms of multipledata bases, and has been formalized by Konolige (1986) (see also Cohen1978; Allen 1978; Moore 1980). The approach is deductive in the sense thatthe information available to an agent within a particular propositional atti-tude is de�ned as those propositions the agent can deduce from a particularset of propositions. Deductive approaches may be contrasted with model-theoretic approaches to knowledge representation, where the informationavailable to an agent is de�ned as those propositions that come out trueupon recursive evaluation against a model M .The most familiar form of this is the possible-worlds approach. This ap-proach is computationally very costly, since the facts whose truth an agenthas a belief about, have to be represented as true or as false, respectively, inevery one of his belief-accessible worlds; and even worse, every elementaryfact p that an agent S has no belief about, is modelled by adding to eachS-belief-accessible world one alternative where p is true and one where p isfalse. For a realistic domain of discourse, with a large number of potentialfacts, the representation of an agent's incomplete knowledge involves an as-tronomic number of worlds (sets of facts); moreover, each of these sets isastronomical in size, since possible worlds are complete: every atomic propo-sition must have a truth value in every world. Note also that, the less an



130 HARRY BUNTagent knows, the more worlds have to be represented; growth of knowledgeis viewed as the elimination of possibilities. The possible-worlds approach isthus good for representing the knowledge of an agent who knows almost ev-erything. Participants in a dialogue typically have highly incomplete localcontext information, however, particularly about each other's knowledge.In such a situation, the possible-worlds approach would be computation-ally prohibitively expensive. Ideally, one would prefer to model an agent'sknowledge in an incremental rather than an eliminative fashion, represent-ing only the facts he knows, and representing these only once. This leads topartial models, where truth values are assigned to only those propositionswhose truth is known.When an agent's information is changed by a communicative act, onlycertain speci�c aspects of the agent's beliefs are changed, while most of hisbeliefs remain the same. It would therefore also be advantageous to designmodels in a such a way that they can be updated without having to considerthe entire belief structure. We have developed such an approach, where in-formation is represented in `modular partial models' using structured sets ofvaluation functions, somewhat akin to Fagin, Halpern and Vardi's `knowl-edge structures' (Fagin, Halpern, and Vardi 1984; Fagin and Vardi 1985).We outline this approach in the next section.6.2 Modular Partial ModelsWe describe modular partial models for representing the beliefs of two com-municating agents.16 We will describe agents' beliefs in the language of �rst-order logic extended with a belief operator and call this language DFOL:Doxastic First-Order Language. We will later add an intention attitude. Wewill be speci�cally concerned with modelling the beliefs of a single agent,including his beliefs about (the beliefs of) another agent, and we will use`DFOLs' to indicate the sublanguage of DFOL where all expressions are ofthe form S believes that �, with � a DFOL expression (or of the form Shas the goal that �, when we have added an intention attitude). We willinterpret DFOLs expressions by means of modular partial models.A modular partial model, or mpm, is in essence a structured set of partialvaluation functions. One of the valuations in this set plays a particular role,16The communicative behaviour of an agent in a given context depends on what hebelieves, not on whether these beliefs are actually true. (Or rather, perhaps, on whathe believes he knows; see Thijsse's chapter in this volume.) When discussing modularpartial models, intended to model an agent's state of information, we will as beforeindiscriminately use the terms `knowledge' and `belief' for the contents of an informationstate.



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 131as its extension represents the elementary facts known to the agent whoseinformation state we want to model. The set of valuations is structured bytwo kinds of relations, corresponding to: (1) the agent-dependence of nestedbeliefs of one agent about another; (2) logical relations that may give riseto incompleteness in beliefs: disjunction, negation and quanti�cation. Thefollowing forms of incomplete information are taken into account:1. The propositional-logical forms of partiality: disjunctive knowledgeand absence of knowledge. Disjunctive knowledge is for instance know-ing that John's birthday is the 23rd or the 25th, but not knowing whichof the two. Absence of knowledge is e.g. that (S knows that) U doesnot know that p.2. For predicate-logical knowledge we have, in addition, the generaliza-tion from disjunctive to existentially quanti�ed knowledge, and thepossibility of partial and negative knowledge of the extension of apredicate. For instance, you know that there were three Marx broth-ers, that Groucho and Harpo were two of them, and you don't knowthe third but you do know it's not Karl.To deal with these cases, mpms have the following structural provisions:1. (a) `Alternative extensions'. To represent that a valuation Fs cap-tures an agent S's disjunctive knowledge that p or q, Fs has asso-ciated with it two partial functions, one assigning true to p, theother assigning true to q. These functions are called `alternativeextensions of Fs'; they can be thought of as representing alter-native ways in which Fs can be extended when more informationbecomes available.(b) `Absent belief' relations. If an agent S believes that it is notthe case that agent U believes that p, then associated with thevaluation Fs is a function Fs�u that assigns true to p.2. (a) `Anonymous referents'. A kind of `pseudo-objects' for represent-ing information about individuals whose existence is consideredwithin the scope of a certain propositional attitude. To denotethese objects we will use symbols that have some similarity tovariables in that distinct symbols do not necessarily correspondto di�erent objects.(b) To represent `negative knowledge' about the extension of a pred-icate, we split every valuation function F into two functions:



132 HARRY BUNTF = < F+; F� >, where F+ assigns `positive' and F� as-signs `negative' extensions to predicate terms. (For instance,F+u (Marx-brothers = fGroucho; Harpog; F�u (Marx-brothers) =fKarlg.) To allow the representation of quanti�ed beliefs con-cerning a predicate of which the extension is only partly known,mpms have a special relation `nex' (`negative extension'); see be-low for its use.Modular partial models with these provisions can be de�ned as follows.De�nition 6. A modular partial model for DFOL� is a sixtupleM = < D; I�; N ; F ; F�; A >, where:- D is a domain of individuals;- I� is a set of indices, de�ned as the following strings: � 2 Is;if i 2 Is then is; iu; i � s; i � u and inex 2 Is; if i 2 Isand k is a natural number, then ik 2 Is;- N is an indexed set of �nite sets Nj of `anonymous referents',with Nj \D = ; for every j 2 Is;- F is an indexed set of pairs < F+i ; F�i > of partial functionsassigning values to DFOL terms, satisfying the contraintsmentioned below;- F� 2 F ;- A is an indexed set of subsets of F , specifying the (non-empty)alternative extensions present in the model.The index � of the valuation F� is called the root index of the model;we will often designate an mpm with root index � byM�. The model Ms isintended to represent the information state of the agent S. Given a modelMs, we may restrict the index set Is to a subset Ij for some j 2 Is andrestrict the Ms-components N ;F ; and A accordingly. These restricted setsplus the domain D and the valuation Fj then form a substructure of Mswhich is itself an mpm with root index j.Note that the set I� of indices as de�ned above is in�nite; for mostindices i it will be the case that Fi = Ni = Ai = ;. We will use IMto denote the subset of indices for which at least one of these sets is notempty. When specifying a particular mpm M , the set IM follows from thespeci�cation of F ;N and A, so we will usually omit the speci�cation of IM .The indices of the various forms have the following intended signi�cance:1. Fs assigns to DFOL terms the denotations they have according toagent S.



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 1332. Fsu does the same according to S's beliefs about U 's beliefs. Similarlyfor Fsus, etc.3. Numerical indices designate alternative extensions: for a given indexi, Fik is an alternative extension of Fi.4. Fs�u assigns predicate terms (partial) denotations which S believesthat U does not believe them to have. Similarly for Fsu�s, etc.5. Indices of the form i nex are used for the representation of negativeexistential knowledge (see below).The explicit representation of negative beliefs creates the danger that `pos-itive' and `negative' parts of an mpm contain conicting information, there-fore the set of valuation functions of an mpm M is required to meet thefollowing consistency conditions.CC1 For all indices i; j 2 IM , polarities �; �0 2 f+;�g, and nonemptystring  such that i 2 IM :a. F+i (P ) \ F�i (P ) = ; for every predicate constant P ;b. F �i (c) = F �0j (c) for every individual constant cc. F+i(x) = F+i (x) for every individual variable x.CC2 For every index i 2 I and string  such that i 2 Im:F �i \ F �inex = ; for � 2 f+;�g.The family of sets N introduces anonymous referents for those indicesj where Nj is not empty. An anonymous referent a is thus introduced atsome point in an mpm, namely at the index i where a 2 Ni. This gives ananonymous referent something like a scope: when introduced at index i, itmay be used at every index of the form i. This is formalized as follows.De�nition 7. An anonymous referent a is available at index i if either a isintroduced at that index, i.e. a 2 Ni, or a is available at some index j suchthat i = js, or i = ju, or i = j � s, or i = j � u, or i = jnex, or i = jk.We use `Avi' to denote the set of anonymous referents, available at index i.Multiple occurrences of an anonymous referent within its scope repre-sent the same object; an anonymous referent should therefore not be re-introduced within its own scope. Consistency condition CC3 ensures this.CC3 For every index i 2 I and nonempty string  such that i 2 IM :Ni \ Avi = ;.



134 HARRY BUNTThe valuation functions in F assign values to the individual and pred-icate constants of DFOL; for simplicity we will also use these functions toassign values to individual variables (cf. CC1). Individual constants havevalues belonging to the domain D, while variables may be assigned domainobjects or anonymous referents as values. More precisely, Fi(x) 2 D[Avi,i.e. the value assigned to a variable x at index i is either a domain objector an anonymous referent available at that index.By way of illustration, consider the model, depicted in a DRT-like formin Fig. 10, which is formally the following set-theoretical structure:M = < fann; eveg; fNs; Nsunexg; fFs; Fsu; Fsunex; g; Fs; ; >whereNs = fa1g, Nsunex = fa2; a3g,F+s = f< Q; fann; eveg >; < R; f< a1; ann >g >g,F+su = f< R; f< a1; ann >g >g,F+sunex = f< P; fa2g >g:F�sunex = f< Q; fa3g >g:s a1Q: ann,eveR: <a1,ann> { u! R: <a1,ann> { nex! a2 a3P: a2Q�: a3S believes that Q(eve) and that Q(ann);S believes that there is an a1 such that R(a1; ann) andU believes that R(a1; ann);S believes that U believes that there is no a2 such that P (a2).S believes that U believes that there is no a3 such that not Q(a3).Figure 10: Example of a simple mpm.It may be noted that the modelling of universally quanti�ed beliefscauses a particular problem because an agent may have only partial knowl-edge of the individuals in the domain. The standard (total as well as partial)model-theoretic semantics of universal quanti�cation is:jj 8x 2 F : �(x) jj = Td2jjF jj jj �[d=x] jji.e., every individual d that is an F has the property � (where jj � jj des-



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 135ignates the value of � according to the model M , with an assignment ofvalues to variables). This doesn't help us very much for constructing anadequate representation of universally quanti�ed beliefs, as the followingexample shows.U: Can you tell me whether ight KL403 from Montreal willarrive in time?S: All ights are diverted to Brussels because of the weather.I'm afraid you have to call Brussels or the KLM for thisinformation.After the second utterance, U knows that 8x 2 FLIGHTS :Div(x,brussels),but this cannot be modelled by U knowing for each ight d that it is di-vered to Brussels, for U may not know any ight other than the KL403.We must somehow model that U knows that even those ights that he doesnot know, are diverted or, equivalently, that there are no ights that arenot diverted. The latter can be realized in mpm form by means of anony-mous referents, allowing the modelling of existential quanti�cation, and arelation between modules that captures the negation of quanti�cation; thisrelation is indicated by nex. If Mu is an mpm modelling U 's knowledge,this amounts to introducing an anonymous referent ai at index unex suchthat < ai; brussels >2 F�unex(Div). (See also the mpm in Fig. 10). Notethat this knowledge constitutes a ground for U to know that, in particular,the KL403 is diverted; this illustrates why the second disjunct is needed inclause 1 of the truth de�nition for mpms (De�nition 8 below).Normalization in modular partial modelsThe above de�nition of mpms must be supplemented with certain normal-ization constraints, to avoid unintended and undesirable ways of using al-ternative extensions, which would have the e�ect that di�erent mpms canrepresent the same information state. Constraints on the proper use of al-ternative extensions, for instance, rule out a model where S believes that pand q (atomic propositions, i.e. zero-place predicates), not because F+s (p)= F+s (q) = true, but by F+s (p) = true and Fs having two alternative ex-tensions Fs1, Fs2 such that F+s1(p) = false and F+s2(q) = true. This wouldamount to modelling the equivalent belief that p ^ (:p _ q), rather thanmodelling the belief that p ^ q. The undesirable complexity arises here be-cause an alternative extension assigns a value to a term that already has avalue, which goes against the very idea of extension. Constraint NC1 dealswith such cases.



136 HARRY BUNTNC1. For every predicate constant P , the valuations at alternative exten-sions at any index i assigns values that are disjoint with the value assignedat i, i.e., F �ij (P ) \ F �0i = ; for any Fij 2 Ai; � 2 f+;�g.As another example, suppose S's belief that P (a) is captured by P (a)being true not at index s, but at every index sk (and being unde�ned atindex s). This would be like modelling that S believes that p _ p _ p _ ::rather than S believes that p. Constraint NC2 deals with this:NC2. For every predicate constant P , the valuations at alternative exten-sions at any index i assign disjoint values, i.e., F �ij (P ) \ F �0ik (P ) = ; for anyFij ; Fik 2 Ai; � 2 f+;�g.Such constraints serve to normalize mpms, making sure that, given cer-tain information to be captured by an mpm, there is a unique mpm thatdoes the job (see further below). An mpm that satis�es the normalizationconstraints is called a normal mpm. Normalization constraints are fairlyeasily translated into operations for normalizing a give mpm.Truth in a modular partial modelA modular partial modelMs is intended to represent the beliefs of an agentS, including his beliefs about the beliefs of another agent U . We will writeS k� � to denote that S believes that �. We thus want DFOLs expressionsS k� � to come out true or false when evaluated against a model with rootindex s. To de�ne the truth conditions of S k�� we will use the relations ofveri�cation, denoted by j�, and falsi�cation, denoted by �j. These relationsare de�ned in De�nition 8 by simultaneous recursion. In the de�nition, weuse the notation Mi[a=x] to designate the submodel that di�ers fromMi atmost in that Fj(x) = a for all valuations Fj in IMi .De�nition 8. A formula of the form S k� � is true in a modular partialmodel M = < D; Is ; N ; F ; Fs; A > with root index s i� M j� �.The veri�cation and falsi�cation of a DFOL formula by a normal (sub-)mpm Mi are de�ned as follows.1717The disjunctive clauses in this de�nition correspond to cases where a formula isveri�ed (falsi�ed) by consequence of a stronger formula being veri�ed (falsi�ed). Thesecond clause of 1a, for instance, represents the case where a formula like P (a) is truebecause 8x : P (x) is true. See below about `honest' models, i.e. models which, for agiven set of formulas �, represent that an agent knows only �.



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 1371 Let P be a k-ary predicate constant and t a sequence (t1,..,tk)of individual constants or variables. Let F �i be the same as Fiexcept possibly for some arguments tj , for which F �i (tj) 2 Avi(j = 1; ::; k). We write F (t) to abbreviate < F (t1); ::; F (tk) >.a. Mi j� P (t) () F+i (t) 2 F+i (P ) or F+i (t) 2 F�inex(P ) ori 2 Aj for some j 2 Is and Mj j� P (t)b. Mi �j P (t) () F�i (t) 2 F�i (P ) or F+i (t) 2 F+inex(P ) orMj �j P (t) for some i 2 Aj ; j 2 Is.The remaining clauses apply to any DFOL expressions �;  .2 a. Mi j� :� () Mi �j �b. Mi �j :� () Mi j� �For A = S and � = s, or A = U and � = u:3 a. Mi j� � _  () Mi j� � or Mi j�  , or for everyindex j 2 Ai; Mj j� � or Mj j�  ,or the index i is of the form  � �and M j� (A k� � _ A k�  )b. Mi �j � _  () Mi �j � and Mi �j  4 a. Mi j� A k� � () Mi� j� � or Mi�� �j � or i 2 Ajfor some j 2 Is and Mj j� A k� �.b. Mi �j A k� � () Mi� �j � or Mi�� j� � or i 2 Ajfor some j 2 Is and Mj �j A k� �.5 a. Mi j� 9x : � () there is an a 2 D [ Avi such thatMi[a=x] j� � or for every indexj 2 Ai there is an a 2 D [ Avj suchthat Mj [a=x] j� �, or the index i is ofthe form  � � and M j� A k� 9x : �b. Mi �j 9x : � () there is an a 2 Ni nex such thatMi[a=x] j� � and there is noa 2 D [ Avi such that Mi[a=x] j� �.We introduce conjunction and universal quanti�cation by their usual de�ni-tions in terms of disjunction, negation and existential quanti�cation. Thishas the e�ect that, for instance, Mi j� �&  () Mi j� � and Mi j�  .



138 HARRY BUNT6.3 MPMs as representations of information statesThe de�nition of normal modular partial models allows us to prove thatevery honest set D of DFOL� formulas, that is every set of formulas thatcharacterizes a logically possible state of information, has a unique normalmpm which veri�es exactly the formulas ofD plus their logical consequences.The notion of `honesty' of knowledge has been introduced by Halpernand Moses (1986) in relation to knowledge bases (see also Thijsse 1992.).18They noted that not all formulas of an epistemic logical language character-ize a state of knowledge. For example, it cannot possibly be the case that aknowledge base only `knows' that it either knows that p or it knows that q.For if the only knowledge in a knowledge base is that it knows p or it knowsq, then it does not know p and it does not know q, which is inconsistentwith the assumption we started with.The notion of honesty is also relevant when it comes to modelling statesof human knowledge. It is less obvious to what extent logical consistencyshould be required of such states, but it seems obvious, for instance, thata human agent cannot honestly claim to only know whether p, withoutknowing that p or that :p. (This is a special case of the above example,with :p for q.)Figure 11 shows the normal mpm representing that agent S only knowsthat p _ q.s { 1!{ 2! pqFigure 11. Normal mpm representing that S only knows that p _ qThe truth de�nition of DFOLs has been formulated in such a way thatan mpm supports or rejects the truth of a formula only if it has the formS k� �, i.e. S believes that �. Such formulas are always honest if they arenot logically false (like p^:p), since they express a speaker's belief. Noticethat the embedded formula � may be a `dishonest' one, like `U knows thatp or U knows that q'; the complete expression S k� (U k� p _ U k� q) is aperfectly honest formula, characterizing a belief state of S. mpms are thusespecially aimed at the representation of the information corresponding to18For an analysis of the notion of honesty in the context of epistemic logic see Van derHoek, Jaspars, and Thijsse (1996; 2000).



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 139honest formulas. It can be proved that every consistent set D of honestformulas has exactly one normal modular partial model, that supports onlythe formulas of D plus any formula that logically follows from D. We �rstprove that an honest formula has a unique normal mpm, up to alphanumericvariation.19Theorem 1. For any honest DFOLs formula  there exists a unique nor-mal mpm M that supports only  and any formula entailed by  , whileleaving the truth of all other formulas unde�ned.Proof outline. The proof goes by induction on the length of formulas. EveryDFOLs formula being of the form S k� �, we use induction on the lengthof �.1. Length 1. If � is of the form P (t) with argument sequence t, thenM is the mpm where F+s (t) 2 F+s (P ) and all other F �i empty for� 2 f+;�g. (If � is of the form :P (t) then similarly, with F�s (t)instead of F+s (t).) If � is of the form 9x : P (t) then M is the mpmwhere F+s (t) 2 Avs \F+s (P ) and all other F �i are empty (� 2 f+;�g).2. From length k to length k + 1. There are three cases to consider:negation, disjunction, and embedding under `agent believes that'. Let� be a DFOL formula of length k and M� the corresponding normalmpm; M� = < D�; N�; F�; F�s; A� >.(a) Case � = � _ � where � is of the form P (t) with t a sequenceof constants, or of the form 9t0 : P (t) with t0 a sequence ofvariables occurring in t. If � entails � then M = M�. (If �entailed :� then  would not be an honest formula.) ElseM =< D ; N ; F ; F s; A > is constructed from M� as follows.Let F��i be the valuation with index i and polarity � inM�, andF �i the corresponding valuation in M�, and similarly for N ietc. Then:- D = D�;- N s = ;; F �s = ;;- N s1j = N�sj and F �s1j = F��sj for j 2 IM ;19Since the names of anonymous referents are meaningless, an mpm can only be uniquelydetermined up to alphabetic variation. Similarly for the numbers used to distinguishalternative extensions. Naming and numbering conventions may be introduced to copewith this.



140 HARRY BUNT- if � = P (t) then N s2 = ;; Dom(F +s2 ) = fP; ftkjtk 2 tgg,F +s2 (tk) = F�+s (tk) for tk 2 t and F +s2 (P ) = F�+s (t);if � = 9t0 : P (t) then N s2 is a set of as many anonymousreferents as there are elements in t0; F +s2 (arbitrarily) assignsa member of N s2 to each variable in t0; otherwise F +s2 is asin the previous case;- A = fA mjm is of the form s1j and A s1j = A�sjg.(b) Case � = A k� �. The central point in constructing M in thiscase is that F +s = F��s = ;, and for every index i 6= s andpolarity �: F �i� = F��i .(c) Case � = :�. Compared to M�, the main points of di�erenceare:- the contents of F+s and F�s are swapped;- the contents of alternative extensions are treated as negatedconjuncts;- existential beliefs are moved to negative existential beliefs, i.e.F �inex = F��i ;- positive beliefs about U 's beliefs are turned into negative be-liefs, i.e. F �i�u = F��iu .In order to prove the existence of mpms for sets of honest formulas, we�rst introduce the notion of the merge of two mpms. The idea of mergingtwo modular partial models is to construct the minimal mpm that containsthe beliefs of the two mpms involved and nothing more.De�nition 9. Given two mpms M = < D; N ; F ; F�; A > and M 0 = <D0;N 0;F 0; F�;A0 >, the mergeM
M 0 is the quintuple< DM
M 0 ;NM
M0 ;FM
M0 ; F�; AM
M0 >, where:- DM
M 0 = D [D0;- NM
M0 = fN jN = Nj [N 0j ; j 2 I [ I 0g;- FM
M0 = f< F+i [ F 0+i ; F�i [ F 0�i > ji 2 I [ I 0g;- F(M
M 0)� =< F+� [ F 0+� ; F�� [ F 0�� >- AM
M0 = A [ A0.We have seen above that the sets of valuations and anonymous referentshave to satisfy certain consistency conditions in order to qualify as a mod-ular partial model, and the merge of two mpms therefore exists only if thesets FM
M0 and NM
M0 satisfy these conditions. Intuitively, this means



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 141that two mpms can only be merged if they do not contain conicting infor-mation. If they can be merged, the merge is clearly uniquely determinedby the de�nition. Moreover, the merge can be shown to form an `honest'representation of the beliefs in the mpms involved. The following theoremestablishes this, generalizing from the case of two mpms to any countablenumber of them.Theorem 2. For any countable honest set D of DFOL formulas thereis a uniquely determined (up to alphanumeric variation) normal modularpartial model supporting only the formulas of D and any formula that log-ically follows from D, while leaving the truth of any other formula unde�ned.Proof outline. The proof goes by induction on the cardinality of D.1. If D is a singleton set, then Theorem 1 applies.2. If D contains two or more formulas, then choose an arbitrary member� from D. Let D = D0[f�g. D having cardinality k, the normal mpmMD0 exists, as does M�, by Theorem 1. The normalized merge MnD,i.e. the mpm obtained by normalizing MD0 
M�, has the propertythat any simpler mpm lacks some information that would be neededto support all the formulas in D0 [ f�g. Moreover, it supports anyformula  entailed byD0[f�g and does neither support nor falsify anyother formula  , as can be proved again by induction on the lengthof  .6.4 Modular partial models and context modellingThe modular partial models considered so far are too simple to be of muchuse in modelling the task-related beliefs and intentions in an agent's localsemantic and cognitive context. In particular, we should take additionalattitudes into account, as mentioned above: weak beliefs, mutual beliefsand (epistemic) intentions.The extension of mpms with additional doxastic attitudes is technicallyrather straightforward (at least when we model intentions by means of goals;cf. Bratman 1987 and Hobbs 1990), but does complicate the truth de�ni-tions considerably because of the interactions between the various attitudes,such as the following:� Weak and strong beliefs should be mutually compatible, in the sensethat one cannot weakly believe that � and at the same time strongly



142 HARRY BUNTbelieve that :�. Also, having a weak belief about � implies an `aware-ness' of �, and thus the strong belief that � _ :�.� Epistemic intentions should also be compatible with strong beliefs.One cannot want to know whether � while at the same time knowingthat :�, for instance. Also, intentions presuppose awareness, so onecannot honestly want to know whether � without believing that �_:�.� Mutual belief entails simple belief of both dialogue partners, as wellas nested beliefs with arbitrary level of nesting. For instance, if Sweakly believes � to be mutually believed, than S weakly believesthat U believes that S believes that �.Leaving the formalization of these extensions aside, let us indicate for aconcrete example of a dialogue act what the mpm might look like when itcomes to modelling the preconditions on the local semantic and cognitivecontext. Consider the example of a wh-question such as Where does Billlive? We consider the two most important preconditions, when S asks thisquestion to U :C1: S wants to know where Bill lives;C2: S believes that U knows where Bill lives.Using the index s! for S has the goal, we may represent this with the mpmdepicted in Fig. 11. s! a1 { s! L: < b;a1 >s a2 { u! L: < b;a2 >S wants there to be an a1 such that S knows that Bill lives in a1;S believes that there is an a2 such that U knows that Bill lives in a2.Figure 11: Example of an mpm with an intention attitude.



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 143This mpm visualizes the following set-theoretical structure:Ms = < ;; fNs; Ns!g; fFs; Fsu; Fs!; Fs!sg; Fs; ; >whereNs = fa2g, Ns! = fa1g,F+su = f< L; f< b; a2 >g >g,Fs!s = f< L; fb; a1g >g:Apart from the addition of the relevant index types, the de�nition ofmpms remains the same. The truth de�nition of DFOL (De�nition 8) needsone extra clause for the intention attitude; using S � � to designate that Swants that �, this clause goes as follows:De�nition 10. A formula of the form S � � is true in a modular partialmodel M i� Ms! j� �. The additional clause in the truth de�nition is asfollows (where A stands for S or U (the agents) and � for the correspondingindex s or u, respectively):6 a. Mi j� A� � () Mi�! j� � or Mi��! �j � or i 2 Ajfor some j 2 Is and Mj j� A� �.b. Mi �j A� � () Mi�! �j � or Mi��! j� � or i 2 Ajfor some j 2 Is and Mj �j A� �.Continuing the example of S asking where Bill lives: if U understandsthe utterance correctly, and builds up the belief that conditions C1 and C2are satis�ed, then this can be represented in the form of the mpm shown inFig. 12, which is to be merged with the mpm that represents U 's informationstate before the dialogue act took place.This illustrates that an mpm representation of local epistemic and inten-tional context is simple to update, due to the modular character of mpms.7 ConclusionsWe have used the analysis of the meanings of dialogue utterances in terms ofcontext changes to obtain insights both into the conceptual content of localdialogue contexts and into the formal and computational modelling of suchcontexts. We have shown that a strict application of the context-changeapproach to utterance meaning in some respects re�nes speech act theoreticanalyses, and in other respects has analytic consequences that contradict



144 HARRY BUNTu { s!! a1 { s! L: < b;a1 >?sa2 { u! L: < b;a2 >U believes that S wants there to be an a1 such that S knowsthat Bill lives in a1;U believes that S believes that there is an a2 such that U knowsthat Bill lives in a2.Figure 12: E�ect of updating an mpm.standard analyses. In particular, we argued against the standard analysisof indirect speech acts, because it uses contextual information to compute`indirect' illocutionary forces. The indirect forces would have the e�ectof adding certain information to the context; however, this is precisely theinformation that was used to compute these forces, i.e. information that wasalread available in the context. From a logical point of view, computing suchindirect interpretations would therefore not give rise to additional contextchanges, and would for a dialogue agent be a waste of e�ort. The same goesfor using contextual information to compute a more speci�c communicativefunction (like confirm instead of answer).A similar argument can be developed for the use of context in computingthe propositional aspect of utterance meanings. The syntactic compositionof an utterance and the meanings of its constituent words can be taken todetermine a `direct' propositional content of an utterance, which is typicallyvague and ambiguous, since the determination of word senses, the resolutionof anaphora, ellipsis, PP attachment, quanti�er scope, etc. are only possibleon the basis of contextual information. If an utterance u has a `direct'propositional content �u, which may be underspeci�ed in various respects,and if contextual information can be used to compute a more speci�c content�0u, then the question arises again whether it would be sensible for a dialogueagent to spend the e�ort to do so. Again, it would seem not, since computing�0u would strictly depend on information already in his context, so there



DIALOGUE AND CONTEXT SPECIFICATION 145would be no additional context change. Another way to put this is that,in a context that allows the computation of a speci�c propositional meaning�0u, the underspeci�ed meaning �u leads to the same context change as �u;in other words, in such a context, the underspeci�ed meaning is equivalentto the more speci�c meaning.The suggestion that it may be most e�cient for a dialogue agent to builddirect illocutionary forces and `direct', underspeci�ed contents, holds onlyif dialogue agents can operate directly with such constructs. In particular,dialogue agents would be required to operate with `underspeci�ed' beliefsand intentions. To explore this in any detail goes beyond the scope of thischapter, but by way of illustrating the possibilities, consider the followingexample, using modular partial models. Suppose agent S is considering theadoption of the disjunctive belief that p or q. If S already knows that :q, Scould disambiguate the disjunction to p, but the mpm formalism is indi�er-ent about this, since the belief state depicted in Fig. 13a, corresponding toS believing that ((p_q)^:q), is equivalent to the state depicted in Fig. 13b,where S has only the belief that p. In other words, when S interprets theinput in an underspeci�ed way as carrying the information that p _ q, thenin the context where S already knows :q, it will be as if S interprets theinput in the more speci�c way where it conveys the information p.s :q { 1!{ 2! pq s p:qa. b.Figure 13. mpm representing S believes that ((p _ q) ^ :q) without (a)and after normalization (b).The two mpms are logically equivalent, but the one in Fig. 13a does notsatisfy normalization constraint NC1. It seems appealing to separate nor-malization from interpretation, since normalization does not change a con-text, from the point of view of information content. If agent S interpretsan input that would provide the information p _ q, while S already knows:q, the interpretation process might simply update S's state in the way in-dicated in Fig. 13a (merging the mpms for S believes that :q and S believesthat p _ q.) An agent may, in addition, be concerned about optimizing therepresentation of his state, and thus simplify his model to that of Fig. 13bby applying a normalization operation. The attraction of this view is that



146 HARRY BUNTnormalization, which is indeed a form of optimization of representations, isdetached from understanding.Our dialogue-based explorations of conceptual and formal aspects ofcontext modelling have led us to distinguish �ve conceptual `dimensions' ofdialogue contexts: the semantic, cognitive, physical-perceptual, linguistic,and social ones, where two kinds of information were identi�ed within thecognitive dimension: knowledge of the dialogue partner and knowledge ofone's own state of processing. Investigating the logical properties of theinformation in these dimensions for the local aspect of context, i.e. thecontext as far as it can be changed through communication, has led usto the conclusion that local context representations are best structured asconsisting of four components:1. beliefs and intentions of the agent about the task domain, the com-munication, and the partner's beliefs and intentions;2. processing state information and information about the physical andperceptual context;3. interactive and reactive pressures to perform communicative acts re-lating to social obligations (local social context);4. linguistic context: a record of the events that make up the dialogue sofar, plus a representation of aspects of future dialogue that may havebeen planned.Considering the formal and computational modelling of these contexts,we argued that partial logics seem most appropriate, and outlined two suchformalisms: the proof-theoretic formalism of constructive type theory, asapplied and further developed in theDenK project, and the model-theoreticformalism of modular partial models. Both formalisms seem promising, butfurther work is needed to unequivocally establish their adequacy for e�ectivemodelling of all the types of information that have been distinguished.AcknowledgementsI would like to thank the members of the PLUS, DenK, TENDUM and �ELTAdialogue projects, for stimulating discussions that have helped to shape the ideasdescribed in this chapter, in particular Jens Allwood, Joakim Nivre, G�erard Sabah,Robbert-Jan Beun, Ren�e Ahn, Harry Bego, Frens Dols, Wessel Kraaij and Wimvan Loo. Special thanks are due to Elias Thijsse for detailed comments on anearlier version of the section on modular partial models.
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